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1.

China’s Maintenance of An Undervalued Exchange-Rate Regime
Violates Article I of the GATT and the Principle of Most-FavoredNation (“MFN”) Treatment

Article I:1 of the GATT sets forth the fundamental obligation of the non-discriminatory
axiom of MFN treatment that each Member State must accord to all other Member States. It
provides:
With respect to customs duties and charges of any kind
imposed on or in connection with importation or exportation or
imposed on the international transfer of payments for imports or
exports, and with respect to the method of levying such duties and
charges, and with respect to all rules and formalities in connection
with importation and exportation, and with respect to all matters
referred to in paragraphs 2 and 4 of Article III, any advantage,
favour, privilege or immunity granted by any contracting party to
any product originating in or destined for any other country shall
be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the like product
originating in or destined for the territories of all other contracting
parties.
GATT Art. I:1 (addendum omitted; emphasis added).
With reference to Article I:1, China’s policy of pegging the yuan to the U.S. dollar so as
to maintain an undervalued yuan vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar is both a rule and a formality in
connection with importation and a matter referred to in Article III:4 of the GATT. In the latter
regard, as addressed in the section below on national treatment, Article III:4 requires that all
laws, regulations and requirements affecting the internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, . . .
distribution or use of goods in China not treat imports less favorably than Chinese-origin
products. Accordingly, under Article I:1 of the GATT, China is required by the MFN principle
to ensure that its currency policy does not discriminate among its trading partners either in
connection with the importation of goods into China or thereafter. In particular, a violation of
Article I:1 is established if there is (1) an advantage (2) of the type covered by Article I:1 that is

accorded to products from one country or group of countries, but (3) that is not accorded
immediately and unconditionally to like produc ts from all WTO Member States. 1 Moreover,
Article I:1’s prohibition against this sort of discrimination includes both de jure and de facto
discrimination. 2
China’s maintenance of an undervalued exchange-rate regime confers an advantage upon
third countrie s whose currencies are not pegged to the U.S. dollar. More specifically, China’s
undervalued exchange-rate regime prevents the yuan from fluctuating versus the U.S. dollar with
the consequence that any third country will benefit when its currency weakens against the U.S.
dollar. Such a country will be advantaged by China’s peg to the U.S. dollar, because its exports
to China will become less expensive in terms of yuan-denominated prices and hence more
competitive in China. As a result, any country whose currency falls in value compared to the
U.S. dollar is provided a significant trade advantage over the United States, because the relative
value of the U.S. dollar remains unchanged versus the yuan. Both Brazil and Mexico, for
instance, have seen their exports to China increase significantly in recent years due to the
weakening of their respective currencies versus the U.S. dollar, even as the trade deficit of the
United States with China has continued to expand rapidly. Conversely, the United States can
gain no trade advantage with China when the dollar depreciates because of China’s undervalued
exchange-rate regime.
The benefit obtained by countries such as Brazil and Mexico when their currencies
weaken against the U.S. dollar is an “advantage” prohibited under Article I:1.

1

Both in

See Panel Report, Indonesia – Certain Measures Affecting the Automobile Industry, adopted
July 23, 1998, WT/DS54/R, WT/DS55/R, WT/DS59/R, WT/DS64/R, at para. 14.138.
2
See, e.g., Appellate Body Report, Canada – Certain Measures Affecting the Automotive
Industry, adopted June 19, 2000, WT/DS139/AB/R, WT/DS142/AB/R, at para. 78.
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connection with the importation of goods into China and with their sale and distribution after
importation, products from countries whose currencies have fallen in value against the U.S.
dollar are more attractive and affordable for Chinese customers than U.S. imports.

This

phenomenon occurs because the yuan is automatically strengthened against the third countries’
currencies, but not against the U.S. dollar, due to China’s rigid pegging and undervaluation of
the yuan to the U.S. dollar. Most emphatically, therefore, the advantage granted to other
countries by means of China’s undervalued exchange-rate regime is not accorded immediately
and unconditionally to like products from the United States. In violation of Article I:1 of the
GATT, China wrongly discriminates against U.S. exports to China by depriving the United
States of the advantage of the fluctuations in a flexible exchange rate that adjusts to market
conditions and that U.S. products would otherwise enjoy.
2.

China’s Maintenance of An Undervalued Exchange-Rate Regime Is
Contrary to Article II of the GATT and Article 9.1 of the WTO
Customs Valuation Agreement
a.

Background

In fashioning its customs system, China has chosen to determine the amounts of normal
duties owed on imports of goods into China by means of ad valorem tariffs. These tariffs are set
either at a preferential MFN percentage or at a higher general percentage. 3 In either instance, the
percentage is applied against the entered, C.I.F. value of the imported goods expressed in yuan,
so that the normal duties owed are paid in yuan. 4 While China’s selection of ad valorem tariffs
in itself is not problematic, China’s undervalued fixed-exchange-rate regime -- in combination
with its ad valorem methodology -- impairs China’s tariff concessions to the United States.
3

See Exhibit 6, Bulletin International des Douanes, Year 2000-2001, China (People’s Republic
of), Organ of the International Union for the Publication of Customs Tariffs, Number 13, 8th ed.
(Mar. 2001).
4
See id., at Arts. 4, 21.
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As an example of the ill effects of this interaction, consider the situation in which a U.S.
product with a C.I.F. price of $100 is imported into China from the United States. Under the
pegged rate of 8.28 yuan to the U.S. dollar and under Articles 4 and 21 of China’s previously
referenced customs law, that product’s entry value will become 828 yuan. Thereafter, if the ad
valorem tariff rate is, for example, 10 percent, the consignee in China of the imported U.S.
product will be obligated to pay customs duties of 82.8 yuan to the Chinese customs authorities.
Now assume that the yuan had not been undervalued, but had been valued realistically
against the U.S. dollar and that the rate of exchange at the time the U.S. product is imported into
China consequently is 5.00 yuan to the U.S. dollar. Under this scenario, the U.S. product’s C.I.F.
price of $100 will become only 500 yuan, and the 10-percent ad valorem tariff will give rise to
customs duties for the Chinese consignee of just 50 yuan. These changes would be attributable
solely to an upward revaluation of the yuan vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar.
b.

Article II of the GATT and Article 9.1 of the Customs
Valuation Agreement

Article II of the GATT addresses the schedules of tariff concessions made by the WTO’s
Member States, while Article 9.1 of the Agreement on Implementation of Article VII of the
GATT (“Customs Valuation Agreement”) concerns how customs value is to be determined for
imports when the conversion of currency is necessary. More precisely,
•

Article II:1 makes clear that “ordinary customs duties” and “all other duties or
charges of any kind” in excess of a Member State’s bindings are forbidden.

•

Article II:3 correspondingly stipulates that no Member State shall alter its method
of converting currencies so as to impair the value of any of its tariff concessions.

•

Article II:6(a) elaborates that the bound specific duties and charges of a Member
State that is also a member of the IMF may be adjusted to take account of a
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reduction in the par value of that Member State’s currency as long as (1) the par
value is reduced consistently with the IMF’s Articles of Agreement by more than
twenty per cent and (2) the WTO’s Member States, acting jointly under Article
XXV of the GATT, concur that such adjustments will not impair the value of the
Member State’s tariff concessions, “due account being taken of all factors which
may influence the need for, or urgency of, such adjustments.” As noted next in
subsection (c) below, the modalities for the application of Article II:6(a) as to
specific duties and charges were adjusted in 1980 to reflect changes in the
international monetary system.
•

Finally, Article 9.1 of the Customs Valuation Agreement reads in pertinent part
that “{w}here the conversion of currency is necessary for the determination of the
customs value, the rate of exchange to be used shall be that duly published by the
competent authorities of the country of importation concerned and shall reflect as
effectively as possible . . . the current value of such currency in commercial
transactions in terms of the currency of the country of importation.” (Emphasis
added.)
c.

China’s Maintenance of An Undervalued Exchange-Rate
Regime Impairs the Value of Its Tariff Concessions to the
United States and Unacceptably Distorts the Customs Value of
U.S. Products Imported Into China

From the example described in subsection (a) above, it is evident that a commercially
realistic rate of exchange between the yuan and the U.S. dollar, by reflecting the true strength of
the yuan, would significantly reduce the customs duties imposed on imports of merchandise into
China from the United States, from 82.8 yuan to 50 yuan in the cited instance. China’s extreme
undervaluation of the yuan directly and dramatically increases the cost in yuan of U.S. products

5

entering China. From the vantage of the importer in China, therefore, China’s undervalued
exchange-rate regime compounds the difficulty and expense of importing U.S. products into
China by resulting in both a higher purchase price and higher tariffs than would be the case if the
exchange rate were to appreciate based on economic fundamentals.
As summarized above, bound tariffs under Article II:1 of the GATT are not to be
exceeded, and Article II:3 of the GATT reinforces this axiom by prohibiting a Member State
from impairing the value of its tariff concessions through alteration of its method of converting
currencies. By definition, to impair something is to diminish its value. From a U.S. perspective,
therefore, the value to the United States of China’s ad valorem tariff bindings has been impaired
due to China’s currency interventions designed to prevent the yuan from reaching its unfettered,
market-driven equilibrium in relation to the U.S. dollar. For the same reason, with reference to
Article 9.1 of the Customs Valuation Agreement, the yuan’s rate of exchange does not reflect “as
effectively as possible” the yuan’s current value in commercial transactions.
The practical effect of the undervalued yuan is to inflate in absolute terms the number of
yuan necessary to clear customs and actually enter merchandise from the United States into
China. Were China to revalue the yuan upward, the result would be customs duties of far fewer
yuan. By the same token, a commercially realistic rate of exchange for the yuan against the U.S.
dollar would reflect, “as effectively as possible,” the yuan’s current value and strength in
commercial transactions and thus yield an acceptable determination of customs value for imports
into China from the United States.
In short, an appreciation of the yuan against the U.S. dollar is required under Article II of
the GATT and Article 9.1 of the Customs Valuation Agreement. The fact that China’s customs
duties are expressed initially in ad valorem terms rather than as specific duties (that is, so many
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yuan per unit or quantity of imported product) should not make any difference here. It is those
ad valorem percentages that are applied against the inflated values in yuan of imports from the
United States and that thereby yield similarly inflated customs duties in yuan and thus violate
China’s tariff bindings. 5

5

In May 1978, a Working Party was formed to examine how Article II:6(a) of the GATT should
be applied in light of the amendment that took place in April 1978 to the Articles of Agreement
of the IMF. That amendment acknowledged that the IMF’s members were no longer obliged to
maintain par values for their currencies and recognized the right of the IMF’s members to adopt
exchange arrangements of their choice, including floating exchange rates and exchange rates
fixed against another currency, a basket of currencies, or an international unit of account. As the
Working Party explained, the basic purpose of Article II:6(a) is to permit adjustment of bound
specific duties to take into account the inflationary erosion or depreciation of a contracting
party’s currency in which the specific duties were defined. See Specific Duties: Report of the
Working Party, adopted Jan. 29, 1980, L/4858, BISD 27S/149, 150 (“Specific Duties”).
In the course of its analysis, the Working Party briefly considered the situation in which a
currency’s appreciation causes a decline in import prices and an increase in the ad valorem
incidence of specific customs duties. At the same time, the Working Body commented, the
lower import prices normally would lead to a decline in the competitiveness of the domestic
industry and greater import penetration. After opining that in neither case would impairment
occur as to the competitive opportunities resulting from specific duty concessions, the Working
Party agreed not to pursue this matter, noting that Article II:6(a) does not deal with currency
appreciations and that dispute settlement could be pursued by a contracting party that considered
the value of specific duty concessions impaired by currency appreciation in a particular case.
See Specific Duties, BISD 27S/149, 150.
For the reasons articulated in the accompanying text above, it is submitted that the
reasoning underlying the Working Party’s evaluation concerning the effects of currency
fluctuations on specific customs duties reinforces the conclusion that China’s imposed
undervaluation of the yuan impairs the value of China’s ad valorem tariff bindings to the United
States. Were the yuan realistically revalued upward, an importer in China of U.S. goods would
pay considerably less in customs duties than presently with the yuan so depressed vis-à-vis the
U.S. dollar.
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3.

China’s Maintenance of An Undervalued Exchange-Rate Regime
Inflates the Value In Yuan of Dollar-Denominated Imports Into
China From the United States, Thereby Discriminating Against U.S.
Imports In Favor of Lower-Priced Chinese Products, Contrary to the
Principle of National Treatment Under Article III of the GATT

Article III of the GATT – the so-called “national-treatment” clause – stipulates that
imported products are to be treated no less favorably than domestically-produced like products.
Specifically, Article III:4 provides that:
The products of the territory of any contracting party
imported into the territory of any other contracting party shall be
accorded treatment no less favorable than that accorded to like
products of national origin in respect of all laws, regulations and
requirements affecting their internal sale, offering for sale,
purchase, transportation, distribution or use.
GATT, Art. III:4 (emphasis added). Notably, this broad ban against discriminatory treatment of
imports makes no reference to the government’s motives or purposes in giving disparate
treatment to imported products. Rather, the only prerequisites for a violation to be shown under
this provision are that a law, regulation, or requirement (1) affect the internal sale of an imported
product and (2) accord less favorable treatment to the imported products than to domestic like
products.
With respect to the first criterion, it is clear that China’s manipulation and undervaluation
of its currency vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar do affect the “internal sale, offering for sale,
purchase, . . . distribution or use” of imported products from the United States. By means of
aggressive, internal currency controls and intervention in currency markets to maintain an
undervalued yuan vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar, China ensures contrived, inflated values in yuan of
dollar-denominated imports into China. Consequently, conversion into yuan of the value of the
U.S. imports into China effectively imposes a tax on the U.S. goods in the amount by which the
yuan is undervalued.

8

For example, undervaluation of the yuan by 40 percent vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar increases
a Chinese importer’s purchase price for the U.S. product in yuan by 40 percent. For all practical
purposes, the yuan’s 40-percent undervaluation is the equivalent of a 40-percent tax on U.S.
imports into China and, thus, a 40-percent distortion in relative prices in favor of Chinese-origin
products. Thus, under Article III:4 of the GATT, China’s policy of manipulating its currency so
as to maintain an undervalued yuan vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar constitutes a “law[], regulation[],
and requirement[] affecting the[ ] internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, . . . distribution or
use” of imported products from the United States.
Likewise, the second criterion of Article III:4 is satisfied because China’s policy of
maintaining an undervalued yuan vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar treats imported U.S. products less
favorably than Chinese domestically produced products.

China’s currency measure

discriminates against the sale of U.S. products in China by artificially inflating their yuandenominated prices in China.

This disadvantage for U.S. products is aggravated by the

application of China’s internal ad valorem taxes, such as the value-added tax (“VAT”), against
the excessive yuan-denominated value of the U.S. merchandise.

The result is that China’s

currency policy unfairly discriminates against the sale of U.S. products in China in favor of
lower-priced Chinese domestic products. This treatment of U.S. products is less favorable than
that accorded to Chinese products and so is in violation of Article III:4 of the GATT.
The denial of national treatment by China’s policy of depressing the value of the yuan
versus the U.S. dollar can also be seen by recalling the central purpose of Article III, which is to
ensure that domestic laws and regulations affecting the internal sale of products are not “applied
to imported or domestic products so as to afford protection to domestic production.” GATT, Art.
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III:1 (emphasis added). In Japan – Alcoholic Beverages, the WTO’s Appellate Body explained
the purpose of Article III in the following terms:
The broad and fundamental purpose of Article III is to avoid
protectionism in the application of internal tax and regulatory
measures. More specifically, the purpose of Article III “is to
ensure that internal measures ‘not be applied to imported or
domestic products so as to afford protection to domestic
production.’” Toward this end, Article III obliges Members of the
WTO to provide equality of competitive conditions for imported
products in relation to domestic products. “[T]he intention of the
drafters of the Agreement was clearly to treat the imported
products in the same way as the like domestic products once they
had been cleared through customs. Otherwise indirect protection
could be given”.
Appellate Body Report, Japan – Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages, adopted Nov. 1, 1996,
WT/DS8/AB/R, WT/DS10/ AB/R, WT/DS11/AB/R, at 15-16 (citations omitted).
In the case of China, it is important to remember that the severe and persistent
undervaluation of the yuan is accomplished by the Chinese government’s currency controls, such
as specific limitations or restrictions on foreign-exchange holdings, as well as even stricter
restrictions or prohibitions on investment activities by both foreign and domestic firms. As a
result of these restrictions and prohibitions, an excess supply of foreign-exchange/dollars occurs
in the Chinese market that must be absorbed by the Chinese government through intervention in
the foreign-exchange market.
Contrary to Article III:4 of the GATT, China’s currency controls and intervention in the
foreign-exchange market are internal measures that adversely affect the sale of U.S. products in
China by means of the severe and persistent devaluation of the yuan vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar. As
remarked above, the impact of these currency controls and intervention is like that of an
additional tax on any U.S.-made goods sold in China. Such measures are different than a tax
levied at the border on imported merchandise. While the conversion from U.S. dollars to yuan is
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computed at the time of importation, the conversion itself is just the manifestation of China’s
strict currency controls and intervention scheme.

These mechanisms used by China to

manipulate its foreign-exchange rate so as to maintain a severely undervalued yuan vis-à-vis the
U.S. dollar are themselves implemented internally in China and are not border measures.
Additionally, China’s currency controls and intervention in the currency market most
assuredly negatively affect the sale of U.S. products in China within the meaning of Article III:4,
because these measures constitute a law or regulation that “adversely modif[ies] the conditions
of competition between the domestic and imported products on the internal market.”6 In
particular, the Chinese government’s currency controls discriminate against U.S. products and
benefit Chinese products by artificially making the U.S. products more expensive for Chinese
consumers. The resultant handicapping due to the inflated, yuan-denominated prices of U.S.
products is further magnified by the amount of yuan collected from the assessment of all other ad
valorem taxes, such as the VAT.
Accordingly, China’s policy of manipulating its currency clearly discriminates against all
U.S. products and in favor of Chinese products and withholds national treatment from U.S.
products in contravention of Article III of the GATT.

6

See Panel Report, Italian Discrimination Against Imported Agricultural Machinery, adopted
Oct. 23, 1958, BISD 7S/60, para. 12 (With respect to Article III:4, “{t}he selection of the word
‘affecting’ would imply, in the opinion of the Panel, that the drafters of the Article intended to
cover in paragraph 4 not only the laws and regulations which directly governed the conditions of
sale or purchase but also any laws or regulations which might adversely modify the conditions of
competition between the domestic and imported products on the internal market.”).
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4.

China’s Maintenance of An Undervalued Exchange-Rate Regime
Violates Article XI of the GATT
a.

Background

Article XI of the GATT is another of the fundamental pillars of the global trading system.
Whereas Articles I and III of the GATT are designed chiefly to overcome discrimination against
imports through MFN and national treatment, respectively, Article XI addresses this problem by
generally eliminating the blunt instrument of quantitative restrictions on imports. As relevant,
Article XI.1 provides that “[n]o prohibitions or restrictions other than duties, taxes, or other
charges, whether made effective through quotas, import . . . licenses or other measures, shall be
instituted or maintained by any contracting party on the importation of any product of the
territory of any other contracting party . . . .” As this language indicates, Article XI:1 is farreaching in its scope, 7 and what few exceptions there are under Articles XI:2 and XX of the
GATT are limited.

Moreover, a measure that falls under Article XI:1 constitutes an

impermissible restriction on imports under that provision, whether or not the measure actually
has impeded imports, because the GATT’s basic provisions have consistently been interpreted as
being intended to establish and maintain conditions of competition. 8
b.

China’s Maintenance of An Undervalued Exchange-Rate
Regime Is a Measure That Wrongly Acts As a Restriction on
Imports Into China

It is only by the concerted efforts of the Chinese government and the currency controls
employed by China that the yuan has become and remains so severely undervalued vis-à-vis the
7

See, e.g., Panel Report, Japan -- Trade in Semi-Conductors, L/6309, adopted May 4, 1988,
BISD 35S/116, 153-54, at paras. 104, 106 (Article XI:1’s wording is comprehensive and refers
not to laws or regulations, but more broadly to all measures other than duties, taxes or other
charges that restrict the importation of products).
8
See, e.g., Panel Report, European Economic Community – Payments and Subsidies to
Processors and Producers of Oilseeds and Related Animal-Feed Proteins, adopted Jan. 25, 1990,
BISD 37S/86, 130, at para. 150 (“EEC – Oilseeds”).
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U.S. dollar. Under any reasonable standard, these actions taken together are a measure within
the meaning of Article XI:1 of the GATT. Furthermore, this measure is not a duty, tax, or other
charge of the sort that Article XI:1 permits. 9
In addition, the yuan’s undervaluation runs counter to Article XI:1 because this measure
restricts the importation of U.S. products into China. While the GATT’s jurisprudence on this
subject holds that a measure need not be shown actually to have impeded imports to be
inconsistent with Article XI:1, 10 China’s undervaluation of the yuan not only has upset the
conditions of competition between China and the United States, but has precluded large
quantities of U.S. products from being exported to China, as China’s enormous, extended, and
growing current-account surplus with the United States attests.
The restrictive impact of China’s undervalued yuan on the volume of imports into China
from the United States is analogous to the limiting effect caused by a minimum price system
administered by the European Community during the 1970s for certain processed fruits and
vegetables. Under that program, affected fruits and vegetables valued below the minimum price
established by the European Community were not permitted to be imported. This minimum
import price system, as enforced by a requirement of additional security, was found to be an

9

At the same time, as described in the sections earlier on Articles II and III of the GATT, the
yuan’s undervaluation should be seen as resulting in what effectively amounts to violative
charges in excess of China’s tariff bindings and internal taxes that discriminate against imports
from the United States in favor of Chinese domestic products. These comparisons, however, do
not mean that China’s currency controls and undervaluation of the yuan are themselves duties,
taxes, or other charges. They are not, and so Article XI:1 of the GATT is also contravened by
China’s actions.
10
See EEC – Oilseeds, BISD 37S/86, 130, para. 150.
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impermissible restriction other than duties, taxes, or other charges within the meaning of Article
XI:1. 11
China’s undervaluation of the yuan similarly works to restrict imports into China from
the United States by inflating the yuan-denominated prices of U.S. products. Were the yuan’s
rate of exchange with the U.S. dollar realistically revalued upward, the yuan-denominated prices
of U.S. products would be less than is currently the case.

The yuan’s undervaluation

consequently acts as the European Community’s rejected minimum price system did by raising
the yuan-denominated prices of U.S. products and thus restricting the importation of those goods.
For these reasons, China’s extreme undervaluation of the yuan should be considered to be
a measure that restricts the importation of U.S. products into China and hence violative of Article
XI:1 of the GATT.
5.

Even If China’s Maintenance of An Undervalued Exchange-Rate
Regime Does Not Violate Other Provisions of the GATT, That
Behavior Nullifies or Impairs Benefits of the United States Within the
Meaning of Article XXIII:1(b) of the GATT
a.

Background

Article XXIII:1(b) of the GATT recognizes that benefits accruing to one Member State
from another Member State can be nullified or impaired by the latter’s actions even when those
actions might not violate some other provision of the GATT. Put otherwise, a Member State’s
legitimate expectations of improved competitive opportunities can be unrealized even by
measures of another Member State that are consistent with the GATT as well as by measures that

11

See Panel Report, EEC – Programme of Minimum Import Prices, Licences {sic} and Surety
Deposits for Certain Processed Fruits and Vegetables, adopted Oct. 18, 1978, BISD 25S/68, 99,
para. 4.9.
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are not consistent with the GATT. 12 While this somewhat unusual remedy is to be approached
with caution and is exceptional, 13 Article XXIII:1(b) dates from 1947 and is well-rooted in the
GATT’s jurisprudence. Claims of so-called non- violation nullification or impairment under
Article XXIII:1(b) historically have concerned circumstances in which GATT-consistent
domestic subsidization of a product has been introduced or modified following the grant of a
tariff concession on that product, but it is not inappropriate to apply Article XXIII:1(b)’s remedy
to other governmental actions. 14
In essence, Article XXIII:1(b) reads that a claim may be made in dispute settlement
{i}f any Member State should consider that any benefit
accruing to it directly or indirectly under this Agreement is being
nullified or impaired or that the attainment of any objective of the
Agreement is being impeded as the result of . . . (b) the application
by another Member State of any measure, whether or not it
conflicts with the provisions of this Agreement . . . .
Thus, there are three main components that must be demonstrated for a cognizable claim under
Article XXIII:1(b): (1) application of a measure by a Member State; (2) a benefit accruing under
the relevant agreement; and (3) nullification or impairment of the benefit as the result of the
application of the measure. 15 More broadly, it is important to keep in mind that the inclusion of
Article XXIII:1(b) in the GATT reflects the GATT’s function of establishing conditions of
competition and the protection of trading opportunities for merchandise. The GATT involves
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Appellate Body Report, European Communities – Measures Affecting Asbestos and AsbestosContaining Products (“EC – Asbestos”), WT/DS135/AB/R, adopted Apr. 5, 2001, para. 185
(citing EEC – Oilseeds, BISD 37S/86, adopted Jan. 25, 1990, para. 144).
13
EC – Asbestos, WT/DS135/AB/R, paras. 185 and 186 (citing Japan -- Film, WT/DS44/R,
adopted Apr. 22, 1998, para. 10.37).
14
See Japan -- Film, WT/DS44/R, para. 10.38.
15
See Japan -- Film, WT/DS44/R, para. 10.41. Further, Article 26.1(a) of the WTO’s Dispute
Settlement Understanding (“DSU”) stipulates that the complainant Member State must present
“a detailed justification” in support of its position.
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both a carefully negotiated balance of the interests of the Member States and a mutuality of
obligations and rights. To the extent that, with the passage of time, the underlying situation
might change or the benefits accorded any party might be impaired, the balance would be
destroyed.

Along with the other sections of Article XXIII, therefore, the goal of Article

XXIII:1(b) is not retaliation and sanctions, but the restoration or the maintenance of the balance
of interests once established. 16
b.

China’s Maintenance of An Undervalued Exchange-Rate
Regime Vitiates the Obligations of China to the United States
and Thereby Has Disrupted the Carefully Negotiated Balance
of Interests Between the Two Countries

By maintaining an undervalued exchange rate of 8.28 yuan to the U.S. dollar, China is
undercutting its commitments to the United States and depriving the United States of the full
benefit of the bargain the two nations struck upon China’s accession to the WTO in December
2001.
Application of a measure by the Government of China -- With reference to the elements
of a claim under Article XXIII:1(b), China’s currency exchange regime is a measure applied by
China. As discussed elsewhere in this petition in greater detail, it is only by means of carefully
controlled mechanisms and deliberately executed procedures and currency controls that the
Chinese government is able to maintain the peg of 8.28 yuan to the U.S. dollar. The expansive
language of Article XXIII:1(b) makes clear that these mechanisms, procedures, and controls

16

See E. Petersmann, The GATT/WTO Dispute Settlement System 136, 144-45 (1997).
Consistently within this fr amework, Article 26.1(b) of the DSU provides that when a claim is
upheld under Article XXIII:1(b) the Member State involved is not obliged to withdraw the
measure in question, but that in such a case the WTO panel and Appellate Body shall
recommend that that Member State make “a mutually satisfactory adjustment.”
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carried out by the Chinese government are a measure that the Government of China is
applying. 17
Benefit accruing to the United States under the GATT – It is evident from the
negotiations between China and the United States leading up to China’s accession to the WTO
that both countries shared the purpose of improved market-access opportunities vis-à-vis each
other. Certainly the United States sought as much as possible to open the Chinese market to
exports from the United States, and China no less wanted to gain guaranteed market access that
derived from Permanent-Normal-Trade-Relations status. These interrelated objectives underlie
the balance of interests and the mutual obligations and rights that China and the United States
finally negotiated.
Permanent-Normal- Trade-Relations status as well as China’s huge and growing trade
surplus with the United States are the strongest possible testament that China has realized its goal
of achieving guaranteed access for its goods to the U.S. market. On the other hand, U.S. exports
to China have not grown dramatically except in selected areas, such as the category of raw
materials, and thus the United States has not reaped the intended benefit of its bargain with
China and does not have the same sort of easy access for its goods to the Chinese market that
Chinese exporters have for their goods to the U.S. market.
In keeping with the requirements of Article XXIII:1(b), 18 the United States’ legitimate
expectations were at the time of the negotiations and remain that in principle that China’s market

17

EC – Asbestos, WT/DS135/AB/R, para. 188 (the reference to “any measure” in Article
XXIII:1(b) “ . . . suggests that measures of all types may give rise to such a cause of action. The
text does not distinguish between, or exclude, certain types of measure.”).
18
See Japan -- Film, WT/DS44/R, para. 10.61 (for expectations of improved market-access
opportunities to be legitimate, they must take account of all measures of the party making the
concession that could reasonably have been anticipated at the time of concession).
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should be open to imports from the United States as the U.S. market should be open to imports
from China. This comparable balance does not mean that the United States has now or ever has
had expectations of particular export volumes from the United States to China or vice versa, but
that the carefully negotiated obligations and rights with respect to China should facilitate a
healthy, competitive relationship between imported and domestic products for each country.
This reasonable anticipation by the United States is grounded both in China’s concessions
during the negotiations generally and in China’s representations and comments during the
negotiations with regard to foreign exchange and payments more particularly. On the latter
score, as the Working Party’s Report on the Accession of China describes, China’s
representative presented a pic ture of China as having already made considerable progress -- and
as intently striving further -- to “reform, rationalize and liberalize the forex market.”19 China’s
representative also stressed that “. . . since the unification of exchange rates on 1 January 1994,
China had adopted a single and managed floating exchange rate regime based on supply and
demand.”20
These remarks and other reassurances were forthcoming from China’s representative in
response to concerns expressed by some members of the Working Party about China’s use of
forex controls to regulate the level and composition of its trade in goods and services. 21 Against
this background, the United States was justified in expecting from the negotiations that China
would not resort to foreign-exchange controls so as to stifle China’s trade in imports and instead
would adjust its currency-exchange rates in the interests of fostering the mutually beneficial

19

See Report of the Working Party on the Accession of China, WT/ACC/CHN/49, at para. 27
(Oct. 1, 2001).
20
Id. at para. 31.
21

Id. at para. 27.
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conditions of competition and balance of interests envisioned in China’s accession agreement. 22
To expect the United States to have recognized at the time of the negotiations that China would
prove subsequently, despite its representations to the Working Party, to be so entrenched in
pegging its currency at 8.28 yuan to the U.S. dollar would not be fa ir or realistic. Especially as
the U.S. dollar generally has been depreciating in value, the United States could not reasonably
have anticipated at the time of the negotiations that China’s self-described, “managed floating
exchange rate regime based on supply and demand”23 would be effectuated by China to
undervalue the yuan so extensively vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar.
Nullification or impairment of the benefit as the result of the application of the measure –
The evidence and economic data compiled in other sections of this petition document a trade
imbalance of alarming and widening proportions at the considerable expense of the United States
and in favor of China. Likewise, there is little real disagreement that the yuan is undervalued;
only the extent of that undervaluation is disputed.

The causal relationship between the

undervalued yuan and China’s rapidly increasing trade surplus with the United States is manifest
from the basic workings of the U.S. dollar’s unnatural strength vis-à-vis the yuan due to the
Chinese government’s currency manipulation. The resulting competitive disadvantage for highpriced U.S. exports to China thus meets the last prerequisite of Article XXIII:1(b) in GATT
jurisprudence, that the relative competitive position of those U.S. products that would be
imported into China has been upset (nullified or impaired) to more than a de minimis extent by
22

Although China’s currency was pegged to the U.S. dollar during China’s accession
negotiations, knowledge of a measure’s existence is not equivalent to understanding the impact
of the measure in the future, and so, for example, a vague measure can be given substance
through enforcement policie s that either are not expected initially or are later significantly
changed. See Japan – Film, WT/DS44/R, para. 10.80.
23

Report of the Working Party on the Accession of China, at para. 31.
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China’s unanticipated application of its currency- manipulation measure, whether by itself or in
combination with other measures. 24
For the foregoing reasons, China’s currency-exchange regime should be found to nullify
or impair benefits accruing to the United States and to impede attainment of objectives under the
GATT within the meaning of Article XXIII:1(b).

24

See Japan -- Film, WT/DS44/R, paras. 10.82-10.88. In this connection, it should be noted that
Article XXIII:1(b) does not require proof of intent by China to nullify or impair benefits of the
United States by its pegging of the yuan. Such intent may not be irrelevant, but need not be
shown. See id. at para. 10.87.
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EXHIBIT 1

CHINA AND ITS FIXED-EXCHAGE-RATE POLICY PRESENT
EXTREME. IF NOT UNIOUE. CASE OF CURRNCY UNDERVALUATION
Classifcation of Exchan2e-Rate Re2imes
The International Monetar Fund (" IMF") has been the recognized central institution of
the international monetar system since its establishment as the result of the historic United

Nations conference at Bretton Woods , New Hampshire in 1944. The IM formally came into

existence at the end of 1945 when the 29 original members signed its Aricles of Agreement.

Both the United States and China were original signatories.

The Aricles of Agreement

established the IMF's responsibilities , which remain the same today and center on promoting

four primar goals:
(1)

the balanced expansion of world trade;

(2)

the stability of exchange rates;

(3)

the avoidance of competitive curency devaluations; and

(4)

the orderly correction of balance- of- payments

The Bretton Woods conference

problems.

put in place a system that

intermediated payments

between countres by regulating the rates of exchange among members ' national curencies. The

so-called Bretton Woods system defmed the relationship among members ' curencies using a
two- tiered structue: members ' curencies (except the U. S. dollar) were set at agreed-upon rates

vis- a-vis the U.S. dollar , while the U. S. dollar was valued in terms of gold. The agreed rates

between individual member curencies and the U.S. dollar were thus "pegged" subject to
adjustment as necessary to correct balance-of-payments problems as allowed by the IM. Thus

the Bretton Woods system initially was one of essentially
members ' curencies.

fixed rates of

exchange among

This system prevailed until 1971 ,

its curency into gold ,

including U. S.

when the United States suspended the convertibility of

dollar reserves held by foreign governents.

In the

aftermath of this fudamental shift , member countres were free to choose any form of exchange

arangement they desired , except the gold standard. Over time , an array of different exchange
arangements developed as the IMF' s membership expanded to its curent total of

184 countries

which include essentially all of the United States ' trading parers. These arangements are
diagramed below , based on their relative

degree of flexibility

(i.

, degree of monetar

autonomy) and interdependence with other members ' curencies.
ExCHANGE RATE REGIlffS

Floadng Regimes

12. Other maged float
with no pretenned

13 Indepdently
flouting

exchange rate path II

CIICICybDan

arrgement

Intermedate Regmes
Soft pegs

11. Tighy
maged floats

11 Excludes tightly managed floats.

Andrea and Inei Otker- Robe (September 2002), " The Evolution of Exchange Rate Regimes Since
1990: Evidence from De Facto Policies " International Monetary Fund , IM Workig Paper #02/155 at 14.

Source: Bubula ,

The thirteen specific classifications are categorized into three primary groups - hard
pegs , intermediate regimes and floating regimes. Hard pegs are considered the most rigid , as

,"

members employing such regimes tend to have the least degree of monetar autonomy. 1

In

contrast, floating regimes are considered the most flexible , as the relative values of the national

curency are allowed to

fluctuate

vis- a-vis other curencies as market forces dictate.

intermediate regimes are positioned somewhere in the middle ,

The

between the hard pegs and

floating regimes.
Although hard pegs and floating regimes lie at opposite ends of the spectr ,

tye of regime

neither

is completely "pure" in terms of its rigidity and flexibility, respectively, nor is

either group completely free from governental intervention.

For example , the European

Monetar Union (" EMU") is the foremost example of a " curency unon " which is a hard-peg

tye of regime. The EMU' s members have abandoned their national curencies in favor of the
euro as the EMU' s separate legal tender. Although each national currency of the EMU countres
is fixed in value in relation to the euro ,

the euro can and does fluctuate freely in value with

respect to the currencies of non- EMU countries. Conversely, floating-rate regies

are often

subject to management by utilizing governents and can be far from unfettered. Governents
may intervene in curency and other financial markets , seeking to limit the volatility in the

curency values on occasion, or even attempting to alter their relative values. Such management
can be direct in the case of "loosely managed floats " which involve overt actions to alter relative
currency values ,

or it can be indirect in the case of " independent floats " when governents act

on an unofficial basis to alter relative curency values. The most common form of intervention

involves massive foreign-curency purchases and sales in the open market by central bans

1 At the extreme

formal dollarzation "

avoids the use of a separate national currency altogether
and substitutes the U. S. dollar as the recognized money in the countr.

seeking to force the relative value of their currency higher or lower than prevailing market
values.

Intermediate regies fall in the middle of the spectrm between hard pegs and floating
regimes. Intermediate regimes themselves comprise a continuum of different measures to set

limt and control the relative value of a given curency. Most of the options with intermediate
regimes are considered " soft pegs " in that they employ a targeted value for the national curency

relative to one or more chosen standard(s), but permit varng but limited degrees of fluctuation
around that targeted value.

The least flexible of the soft pegs are " conventional- fixed pegs " which establish a set
value for a national curency to either a single foreign currency or a basket of two or more

curencies. Typically, a governent uses the currency or currencies of its major trading or
financial parers in

establishig conventional- fixed

pegs. The peg is considered " fixed" based

on the relatively narrow range of fluctuation (generally
around the set or party

value.

oil percent or less) that is permitted

Fixed-peg regimes tend to require the greatest degree of

intervention and control by monetar authorities in order to maintain the relative value of the

curency close to its chosen party level. "Horizontal bands" are very similar to fixed pegs , but
permt a greater range of fluctuation (oi percent or more) around the targeted parity value.
Crawling- peg " regimes employ an initial party value ,

but involve periodic small

adjustments (hgher or lower) that are either fixed in amount or automatic based on selected
fmancial indicators , such as relative ination rates or targeted

inflation rates. Finally, " crawling-

band" regimes permit both a normal range of fluctuation (oil percent or more) around a selected
party value ,

but also involve periodic small adjustments in the party value that cary

along with it. A distinguishing

the bands

feature of the crawling-peg and crawling-band regimes is that

they attempt to reduce volatility while permitting the value of the currency to trend slowly in a
given direction and/or toward a desired target level.

Prior to 1999, the IM classified exchange-rate regimes based on the official notifications
by its members ( de iure classification system). In essence, the regime reported to be in use by

each member formed the basis of its classification. Beginning in 1999 , however, the IMF
approved a proposal to move to a " de
judgments as to the

facto " classification system that relies instead on its staffs

actual type of regime being employed by member countres.

These

judgments focus on each member s commitment to a given exchange-rate path rather than solely
on the degree to which exchange rates are permitted to fluctuate and change.
Since shifting to a

de facto classification system ,

the IM has reported

only a limited

number of instances in which its staff assessments have differed from the notifications reported
by members.
wholesale change from a

It consequently appears that China likely was a precipitating factor in this
de jure

to a

de facto classification system by the IMF. In 1987 , China

had notified the IMF that it was employing a " managed-float" regime. In 1999 , the year the new
de facto classification system was adopted , however ,

China to a " conventional-fixed

peg.

3 Given the

the IMF changed the classification

for

timg and prominence of Chia among the

countries affected by the IMF' s change , it seems clear that China was a primary concern of the
IMF.

IMF Exchange Arrangements and Foreign Exchange Markets 2003 at 5.
de facto/de jure divergences include: China, Iran
See Attachment 1. The curent listing of
Jordan, Lebanon , Macedonia , Maldives , Saudi Arabia , Sudan , Suriname , Turkmenistan , United
Arab Emirates , Zimbabwe , Costa Rica , Romania and Myanar. By way of comparison , China
gross domestic product is estimated to be approaching U. S. $1. trllion , while that of Saudi
Arabia, the next largest country in the group after China , is estimated at less than U.S. $200

billon.

History has validated the IMF' s classification of China s regime as a conventional- fixed

peg, since the exchange rate between the yuan and the U.S. dollar has not changed in the five

years since the IMF changed the classification.
notification to the

IM and thus has insisted on

Neverteless, China has not

retainig its

revised its

de jure classification as a managed-

float regie , despite the growing length of time that its actions clearly have been inconsistent
with that nominal classification.

Appropriateness of a Given Exchan2e-Rate Re2ime
Despite an abundance of academic theory and debate on the matter ,

there are no

unversally-accepted principles to suggest that any specific exchange-rate regime is necessarly

better than another regime. Viewed in the abstract , there are many regime options -- and
numerous varations on those options that borrow from each extreme in varng aspects and

degrees - from which a countr can choose. Given that all of the available options are then
analyzed and adopted by a multitude of countres with unique sets of economic and financial
characteristics that change over time ,

absolute conclusions as to the appropriateness of one

regime over another are fragile at best.

The most defensible position is that no single regime is likely better than any other under

all circumstances and/or for all countries. Moreover, history has shown that a particular regime

that has served a given countr well for a certain period

of time might not continue to do so

when circumstances change. The decision of what exchange-rate regime to select at a given time

is diffcult at best and has important and far-reaching implications for the subject country
economic stability.

Moreover , as economic and financial integration continues to expand

globally, one country s choice of exchange regime increasingly affects its trade and financial

parners ' economic stability as well.

The lack of permanent , optimal solutions reflects both the expansion of global integration
economically and financially and the fact that each option has characteristic advantages and

disadvantages that come into playas market and economic conditions change. These trade-offs
are best ilustrated by contrasting the two extremes of the regime groupings available -- hard
pegs (

, currency unions) and floating regimes , as summarzed below.

Advantages/Strengths

Regime Type

Disadvantages/W eaknesses

Hard peg (e.g., currency

credible monetar policy

reduced monetar

union)

anchor (greater anti-

autonomy and discretion
very limited ability to
respond to shocks
greater susceptibility to

inflation bias)

reduced exchange rate risk
neutralizing of
competitive changes

Floating
regime
independent or pure float)

(e.g.,

speculative attacks

greater monetar

greater volatility and
exchange-rate risk
greater infationar bias

autonomy and discretion
greater ability to respond
to shocks
Central Ban retains
lender-of- last resort capability
less susceptibility to speculati ve attack

By focusing on the two extremes , it is evident that the

weakesses of one regime

generally constitute the strengths of the other, and vice-versa. As exchange-rate regimes become
more flexible , countres gain greater monetar independence but become more vulnerable to

exchange-rate volatility. Similarly, as regimes become more rigid ,

countres achieve greater

exchange-rate stability but lose monetary discretion. The intermediate regimes have a hybrid of
these advantages and disadvantages , to a degree that depends upon the natue of

the particular

intermediate regime employed.

4 Franel , Jeffrey A. (September 1999), "No Single Curency Regime is Right for All Countries
or at All Times " National Bureau of Economic Research, Working Paper #7338 at 9.

The continuum and trade-offs involved across the different regImes are elegantly
ilustrated by the priciple of the " impossible
notion that countries '

trinity, "

below.

5 This principle derives from the

international monetar policies seek to attain thee basic goals (shown in

circles): (1) monetar discretion and independence; (2) exchange-rate stability; and 3) fmancial
market integration. The impossible- trnity

principle holds that only two of these three policy

goals can be pursued at any time , meanng that one ofthe goals must be abandoned.

The ImpoBsibls Trinity

FuD eapllal

colrols

Il'iUed
pitDlmobUl

I Pure flca I

financiallnleg

I MonltullY unlo I

The two curency-regime extremes are shown in the squares at the bottom corners of the
trangle - " pure

float" and "monetar unon. "

At each of these corners ,

the adjoining legs of the

trangle illustrate the policy goals that can be achieved by that regime option. Thus , the "pure-

float" regime (most flexible) can achieve both monetary independence and full financial
integration ,

but not exchange-rate

stability.

Similarly, the " monetary- unon" regime (least

flexible) can achieve exchange-rate stability and full financial integration, but not monetar
independence. Intermediate regimes lie somewhere in the interior of the triangle , depending on

5 Franel at 7-

their relative flexibility and the degree of corollar

capital controls

employed. At their extreme

intermediate regies that employ full capital controls lie at the apex of the trangle , where

monetar independence and exchange-rate stability can be achieved,

but at the expense of

financial integration.

While these are theoretical concepts , the cases of the United States and Chia represent

nearly perfect paradigms of two of the triangle s three extremes - a pure float and full capital
controls , respectively. The radical differences in the regimes employed by each countr stand in
stark contrast to the close ties that otherwise have been forged between their economies and
curencies by virte of China

s fixed peg to the dollar. Although theory canot resolve finally

the debate whether such a peg is appropriate , it does suggest the potential for great distortions

and pressures , as manfest in the clearly imbalanced trade and financial flows between the two
countres. For now , these imbalances have tued the trading relationship in Chia s favor and

are underming the diversification benefits of global integration. If left unaddressed, however
history has proven that such distortions and imbalances will only intensify, raising the specter of
greater volatility, crisis and , in the extreme , contagion.

Empirical Evidence on Exchan2e-Rate Re2imes

Although academic theory may provide few absolute answers regarding optimal
exchange-rate regimes , there can be little debate about curent and historical experience. Rather

than speculate regarding an optimal regime , the analysis in ths section investigates three simple
issues - the regimes that countres are using now ,

how the use of the varous regimes has

changed over time, and the recent experience of other countres that use the conventional fixedpeg regime that China currently employs.

Country Composition for Each Exchan2e-Re2ime Tvpe
A complete listing of the IM signatories categorized by regime type , using the

de facto

classification system , is attached at Attachment 1.

As noted previously, China s regime is classified as a " conventional- fixed

other countres peg their curencies against a single curency, as China does.
Char 1. As shown ,

peg. " Thirty

See

Table 1 and

most of these countries are very small , generally lesser- developed , and have

insignificant trade flows with the United States. Chia

is a clear exception, accounting for nearly

70- percent of all U.S. trade among these countres. Malaysia is a distant second with a 14percent share. As shown , only a handful of these countries ' data are even visible on the scale

needed to accommodate China s data.

Whle a total of 31 countres peg their curencies to a single foreign curency, ten other
countres peg their currencies to a composite or basket of currencies.
Once again ,

See Table 2 and Char 2.

the " basket- peg " countries are very small , generally lesser- developed , have

insignficant trade flows with the United States ,

and are all dwarfed by China. As shown , only

Kuwait's data are even visible on the scale needed to accommodate China s data. Whle many

analysts and observers seem to agree that a basket-based peg for the yuan would tend to avoid
some of the evident weaknesses in its peg to the U.S. dollar, a review of the countres employing
this regime does not provide very strong support for this option

6 The countres that peg to the U.S. dollar fall loosely into two groupings. The first comprises
countries whose economies are relatively small and heavily dependent on the United States for a
large portion of their otherwise limited overall trade. The second comprises countres whose
exports are dominated by international commodities traded in U.S. dollars , such as oil producers
and who gain considerable stability by pegging to the U. S. dollar. China fails to fit in either of
these groupings.
7 A so-called " basket- peg " regime has been mentioned frequently as an initial option for China to
consider as an alternative to its fixed peg to the U. S. dollar.
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Given China s rapid emergence as an international trading powerhouse , it is instrctive to

vIew China alongside the United States ' other major trading parers , rather than by the
See Table 3 and Char 3. As shown, China has quickly become the

currency-regime type.

United States '

four

largest trading parner in terms of overall trade volume (and third largest

among individual countres). Moreover , having now overtaken both Japan and Mexico , China
trails only Canada among individual nations exporting to the United States. Clearly, Char 3
shows that China s volume of trade is much more consistent

trading parers , which stands in stark contrast to China
other fixed-peg

with the United States '

major

s corresponding comparability with

countres , as shown in Chars I and 2. Nevertheless , among the United States

major trading parers , Chia stands alone as the only one without a floating regime

vis- a-vis the

S. dollar. 8

Finally, Char 4 illustrates the issues from the broadest perspective. The char

shows the

full range of curency regimes along the bottom axis , organized according to their typical
classification and degree of restrctiveness. For

each regime type ,

selected countries are shown

providing an overview of which countres are using each regime. The placement of each countr
along the vertical axis is dependent upon its volume of trade with the United States.

The graph clearly ilustrates the point that below a certain level of total trade with the
United States

(i.

, U.s. $30 bilion), there is considerable

employed by U. S.

diversity in the curency regimes

trade parers , with each regime well-represented except monetar unions.

The corollary point is that above U. S. $50 bilion in total trade with the United States , floating
8 As discussed earlier

, although the European Union s regime is classified as a hard peg, the euro
floats freely against the dollar, so from the perspective of the United States , the EU' s regime
effectively acts as a tre floating regime. In contrast , although China s regime is classified as a
soft peg, the yuan has remained fixed against the U. S. dollar for more than eight consecutive
years.
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regimes become far more domiant among the trading parers. Again, the sole exceptions are
the European Union , which , as noted previously, employs a monetar unon that otherwise

freely floats against the U.S. dollar, and China , which holds fIrm to its conventional fixed-peg
arangement alongside comparatively minor economies and trading parers.
Recent Trends

in

Relative Use of Exchan2e-Re2ime Tvpes

Since 1990, there has been an unmistakable shift away from intermediate

regImes

especially among developed countries , but also within the group of emerging-market countres in

which China is classified. Most of the shift has been toward floating regimes (especially among
emerging-market countres) and , to a lesser extent ,
EMU.

hard pegs (drven almost entirely by the

See Table 4 and Chars 5A through 5C.

Among developed countres , which include the United States and most of its major

trading parers except China and Mexico ,
completely during the 1990- 2001

the use of intermediate regimes disappeared

timeframe. As shown in Char 5A , the majority of the shift

away from intermediate regimes was toward hard pegs , due entirely to the implementation ofthe

EMU in the time

period ,

although the employment of floating regimes still increased

signficantly among developed countres.
Among emerging-market countres , which include China , Mexico , Korea and Brazil , the

employment of intermediate regimes has fallen dramatically. Whle more than 80 percent of the

emerging-market countries employed intermediate regimes in 1995 , the proportion dropped to

just 34 percent by 2001. As shown in Char 5B , most of the shift was toward floating regimes
although the use of hard pegs also increased steadily over the period.

Among all member countries , the trend is even clearer - a steady shift away from
intermediate regimes and toward floating regimes. Employment of hard pegs increased notably
in 2001 , due to the implementation of the EMU , but otherwise has remained stable. Whle the
12-

implications of Char 5C are clear in terms of highighting trends in the IMF members ' thnking
and , more importantly, their actions about exchange-rate regimes ,

the char still understates the

case.
The IM membership in the period reviewed comprised more than 180 countres , which

include all of the United States ' major trading parers. As discussed in the previous section on
the countr composition of each regime type ,

however , there are a large number of very small

countres employing intermediate

Consequently, analyses of overall data on

regimes.

membership often give the misimpression of widespread use of intermediate regimes. According

to Char 5C, even after the steady decline over the period , intermediate regimes appear to remain

the most widely employed among allIMF members. It is important to keep in mind, however
that this apparent measure of "popularity" is simply the percentage of all countres that use those
regimes , with each countr weighted equally. In other words , the United States ' use of a floating

regime is given equal weight with , for example , Bhutan s use of a fixed-peg regime. If the chars
were weighted instead by trade volume ,

the use of intermediate regimes

would be far less

significant on a percentage basis.

The foregoing makes clear that there has been a broad and continuing trend away from

intermediate regimes toward floating regimes.

As discussed , while there was a limited

movement toward hard pegs in the period analyzed , that shift was driven essentially by the
European Union s achievement of its long-standing goal of forming a common economic area
and monetar unon. Nearly all other exits from intermediate regimes have been toward floating

regimes. The driving force behind this trend can be linked rather strongly to the fact that

intermediate regimes have been implicated or involved in nearly every major curency crisis in
the last decade. Whether intermediate regimes cause crises , or are even necessarly prone to
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crises

vis- a-vis

other regimes is as controversial an issue as the selection of an appropriate

regime in the first place. Once again , rather than engage in an indeterminate theoretical debate
it is helpful to look at the indisputable facts instead.
First , no floating regimes have been implicated or involved in any of the crises. Second

while it can be said that conventional fixed-peg regimes were not directly involved in any of the
crises , it is important to . keep in mind the previous point that the countres using this regime are
generally quite small , with negligible ability even to cause a full- fledged crisis.

Nevertheless , it

is noteworthy that Thailand , a relatively small economy that formerly employed a basket peg, is

widely believed to have precipitated the Asian crisis in 1997.

Finally, none of the countres that

experienced a crisis maintained or exited to an intermediate regime after the crisis , with the sole
exception of Malaysia.

Consequently, the countres employing intermediate regimes at the current time are
dominated by the following countres , in declining order of importance:
(1)

China, whose balance-of-payments imbalances and related distortions are already

manfest;
(2)

Malaysia, which previously proved vulnerable to contagion in the Asian crisis;

(3)

Saudi Arabia , whose economy is exceedingly dependent on energy prices and

and;

subject to tight governent controls.

Clearly, hard pegs have not been immune from problems and pressures , but their recent
track record is certainly stronger than that for intermediate regimes. Moreover, while floating

9 Some economists argue that the 1994 unification and realignent

of exchange

rates by China

changed the terms of trade within Asia and were one of the factors, and perhaps the principal
factor , contrbuting to the Asian financial crisis in the latter 1990s.
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regimes have been subject to unacceptable or objectionable bouts of volatility at times , they have
not led to any full- fledged crises. Once again , the most defensible position likely is an agnostic
one -

, none of the regimes by itself caused or prevented a crisis. Instead , the position that

seems least disputable is that , by their very natue , intermediate regimes tend to require far more

governental intervention than the other regIme groups. Thus ,
apparent vulnerabilities most likely stem from the
authorities who act too soon or too late ,

the intermediate regimes

misguided actions of the

too frequently or

governental

infrequently, excessively or

inappropriately, etc. Simply put , the intermediate regimes tend to suffer from the dual weakess

of giving relatively wide latitude to governental discretion at the same time they require the
exercise of such discretion in order to fuction

properly.

As discussed next , China s checkered history of intervention and manpulation of its
foreign curency markets do not bode well against this backdrop. From a structual standpoint
China stands alone in its continued use of intermediate regimes given its size and integration into
the global economy.

Meanwhile ,

its

employment of an

intermediate regime requires the

governent's active command and control of the exchange markets in order to manage the
competing pressures of supply and demand that would otherwise yield a different price result

than the one the governent wants. In effect, China purports to shield its vulnerable financial
markets until they can develop enough to withstand the rigors of more open-market competition.

The question that remains is whether the Chinese governent's shield is promoting or thwaring
that development , and whether, in the case of the former,

the air while the rest of the world waits.
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the governent can keep all the balls in

China s Forei2l-Exchan2e Re2ime

Introduction
Whle China has modified its foreign-exchange system in certain respects over the last 25
years , and paricularly in the last 10 years , its system with limited exceptions has been and very
much stil is characterized by signficant and wide-ranging (if not complete) control , intervention

and manipulation by the central governent , as well as a nearly complete absence of market-

drven forces and disciplines. Even after 25 years of adjustments by China, significant strctural
imbalances and distortions remain firmly embedded in the market and show few signs of abating.

Historically, China has borne much of the brut of the ineffciencies and volatility that

stemmed from such pervasive and often misguided governental involvement in its economy
and markets. The more extensive foreign-exchange amendments that were undertaken by Chia

beginng in 1994, while marginally reducing the distortions produced by the system , have been
far more effective in shifting those burdens beyond China

s borders. As China s trade and

integration with the global economy have accelerated in the last five years , the migration of those

burdens likewise has accelerated. With the yuan pegged to the U. S. dollar, the United States has

been a primary casualty of this transfer. China either must undertake the reforms needed to
significantly reduce these burdens overall , or the United States wil have to take measures to
force China to bear more of the burdens Chia has created and refuses to meanngfully address.

Historical Perspective

Even a cursory and limited review of the development

of China s foreign-exchange

system prior to 1994 is a complex and expansive undertakng given the nearly complete degree

of control exercised over the system by China s central governent and monetar authorities.
The extent and persistence of this intervention produced a seemingly endless cycle of distortions
and imbalances , followed by continuous

policy shifts marked by alternating phases of
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restrctiveness and modest liberalization. Rather than recount these myrad developments in
detail , the sumar provided below is intended to highlight the fundamental characteristics of

China

s pre- 1994 system and the governent's general policy objectives , most of which

continue to the present.
Intentional and persistent currency misvaluation , whether overvaluation of the

yuan to subsidize imports of capital goods or undervaluation of the yuan to slow
rapid import growt and/or promote export growth.

Strct and direct control over the price (value) of foreign exchange as well as the
supply and demand of foreign exchange.

Signficant divergences between the controlled official exchange-rates of the yuan
and more market- based rates , whether legal
markets) or ilegal

(i.

, authorized swap or settlement

(i. , black market).

The divergences between official exchange-rates of the yuan and less-controlled

rates repeatedly spawned a host of

supply/demand imbalances and

distortions that the Chiese governent

other

either attempted to regulate out of

existence or absorb on its own, rather than address their root causes.

Taken in their entirety, China s command and control of the exchange market and of the
broader economic and financial system can be described

as haphazard , biased , inadequate

excessive , and unwaranted. With prices , supply and demand so tightly controlled throughout

10

See Guijun, Lin and Ronald M. Schram. May 2003. " China s Foreign Exchange Policies
Since 1979: A Review of Developments and an Assessment." University of International
Business and Economics , Beijing. Shen , Jian- Guang. Undated. " China s Exchange-rate System
after WTO Accession: Some Considerations. " Ban of Finland , Institute for Economies in
Transition. Waldman , Cliff. Februar
2004. " The Battle Over the Yuan: The Perspective of

China s Self Interest." Manufactuers Allance/MAPI Economic Report.
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the economy, it is not surrising that the Chiese governent's policy and regulatory actions
with respect to foreign exchange prior to 1994 consistently produced unntended consequences.
In the final analysis , China s continuing intervention prevented any sustainable equilibrium from
developing.

Consequently, the economic and financial system often exhibited tremendous

volatility, notwithstanding the Chinese government's stated goal of promoting stability as
justification for its interference.
Current Perspective

In 1994 , China made a major effort to address the persistent problems and imbalances in
its foreign-exchange system. Three major changes were implemented.
(1)

The swap market was abolished and replaced by a national market. I

(2)

The dual-rate system was abolished, and the official and former swap rates were

unfied at an intial level of 8. 70 yuan. S. dollar.
(3)

The foreign-exchange retention scheme was abolished , and domestic enterprises

were once again required to surender all of their export earngs to the Chinese governent via
11 In 1981 , the offcial controlled

exchange-rate of 1.54 yuan. S. dollar appeared signficantly

overvalued and was causing China s export sector to be deeply unprofitable.
continue to directly subsidize the export sector s losses

Rather than

, the Chinese governent decided to

implement a dual-rate regime by adding a secondar rate (known as the Internal Settlement Rate
or " ISR" ). This rate was substantially devalued
vis- a-vis the prevailing offcial rate (2.

yuan. S. dollar) and was restrcted to use in foreign trade-related transactions only.
In 1984 ,

China abolished the ISR in response to pressure by the IMF and other criticism
of the dual-rate system. At this time , China reinstated direct subsidies to the export sector to
offset its exchange-related losses. The governent also relaxed its foreign-exchange retention
scheme , which permitted exporters to retain a portion of their foreign-exchange earnngs that
previously were required to be surendered in ful to China s state-owned bans. With exporters

permitted to hold foreign currency within the domestic economy, a swap market developed to
facilitate curency exchanges for exporters (as well as foreign firms operating in China that were
exempt from the surrender requirements in the first place). As the swap market developed , its
exchange-rate diverged from the offcial rate , leading to the reemergence of a dual-rate system.
Both the swap market and the dual-rate system were abolished in the 1994 reforms.
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,"

designated foreign-exchange bans.

Purchases of foreign exchange remained subject to prior

approval and settlement at the prevailing "market rate "

effectively set by the central ban. 12

These reforms have had very significant implications for Chia going forward and set the
stage for much of its current market strcture. By unifying the offcial and swap-market rates
under a single interban rate ,

the Chinese governent took a potentially important step toward
managed- float" regime that it had notified the IM

actually implementing a true

was in place

some seven years earlier in 1987.
In practice ,

however , the interban market never floated to any significant degree and

remained dominated by the governent.

13 In the 15 years prior to the 1994 reforms

, China

engaged in ongoing battles with market forces over the exchange value of the yuan. In an effort

to prevent these divergences from appearng again in the new interban
imposed very narow bands

central baning authority

(010.3

market ,

the governent

percent) on the reference exchange-rate published by the

(i. , the State Administration of Foreign Exchange or " SAFE"

The very limited degree of exchange-rate fluctuations in the interban

market hampered

its development. With the interban rate unable to adjust adequately to market conditions , the
Chiese governent dominated

the market , accounting for 70 percent of the total sales of foreign

exchange and 60 to 70 percent of the total purchases of foreign exchange.

The governent's

continuing dominant role was necessitated by its refusal to allow the interban

exchange-rate to

12 Since 1994

, the Chinese governent has amended the foreign-exchange surender and
retention requirements by changing their applicable rates and limits , as well as the extent to
which domestic and foreign enterprises are subject to such requirements.
13 The Chinese
governent exerted control over the foreign-exchange market through two statecontrolled bans - the Ban of China (" BOC" ) and the People s Ban of China (" PBC" ). In the
1979 reforms , the governent established the State Administration of Foreign Exchange
SAFE") as par of the BOC and assigned it a primar role in the market. In 1982 , SAFE was
transferred to the control of the PBC , which subsequently assumed a primar role in the foreignexchange market.
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adjust adequately, as well as its tight controls over foreign-exchange holdings in the domestic

economy, which were stil mandatorily required , in large par , to be surendered to the stateowned bans. In addition ,

the state- designated

foreign-exchange bans were subject to strct

quotas that limited their holdings of foreign exchange. Beyond these quotas , foreign exchange
had to be surendered to SAFE. The resulting imbalances in the market , in the form of excess

supply of foreign exchange , forced the PBC (via SAFE) to step in as the market' s primary buyer

setting the stage for a long upward climb in China s foreign reserve holdings.

Within two years by 1996 , China s reserves had trpled from U.S. $26 billon to U. S. $78
billon. Despite the

governent's continuing intervention against the yuan in the market, the

interban rate stil managed to appreciate from its initial level of 8. 70 yuan. S. dollar in Januar
1994 to approximately 8.30 yuan. S. dollar at the end of 1995. From that point in time
forward , China effectively fixed the exchange-rate as it remains today. By

April 1999 ,

as

commented earlier , the IMF formally recognized that China s foreign-exchange regime was not
in fact ,

a managed float as China had reported ,

and reclassified it as a

conventional pegged

arangement.

The Mechanics of China s Conventional- Pe22ed Re2ime
China

governent ,

s conventional- pegged

regime requires an expansive role in the market by the

because it alone is in a position to

manage the resulting supply and demand

imbalances that stem from China s decision to maintain the fixed price of the yuan. From a
broad perspective , therefore, the Chinese governent must be prepared

to exercise two basic

policy options , as follows:
(1)

Supply-side controls:

governent must

to keep the exchange

rate from appreciating,

the

purchase any excess supply of foreign exchange; alternately, or in addition , the
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governent can attempt to reduce an excess supply of foreign exchange (or increase the demand
for foreign exchange) though regulation.
(2)

Demand-side controls:

to keep the exchange

rate ITom depreciating,

the

governent must sell foreign exchange to meet any excess demand; alternately, or in addition

the governent can attempt to reduce an excess demand for foreign exchange (or increase the
supply offoreign exchange) though regulation.

Supplv- Side Controls

The primary authorized components of Chia s foreign-exchange supply are limited to
foreign-exchange export revenues , the repatration of profits eared by Chinese

firms abroad

and foreign direct investment inflows. For the most par , two other typically important sources --

borrowing abroad and foreign portfolio

investment

, purchases of Chinese bonds and

securties by foreigners) -- are strctly limited if not prohibited by the governent and are
therefore , not signficant factors in the Chinese economy.

As Chinese exports and foreign direct investment inflows increase, as they have since

1994 (and particularly since the Asian curency crisis), China

s supply of foreign exchange

likewise has increased. Given the Chinese governent's goal of promoting exports and inward
investment , it does not want to discourage that supply. In the absence of a market- clearng price

mechansm due to the fixed exchange-rate , the governent is forced either to permit more
demand for foreign exchange within its economy (which rus

counter

to its efforts to control the

value of the yuan) or to create that demand by virtue of its own intervention in the market as the

primar buyer of foreign exchange.
China has tended to favor the

latter strategy, which does not conflict with the

governent's application and maintenance of strict controls. Consequently, the rapid increase in
foreign-exchange export revenues and foreign direct investment inflows in the face of continuing
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strct controls on foreign-exchange holdings
increasing surluses of foreign exchange.

has forced the governent to purchase ever-

Whle this strategy may have the advantage

of

maintainig a certain control for the governent , this approach is conducive to risks and severe
distortions. When the Chinese governent purchases foreign exchange , it does so by printing
money and increasing the supply of yuan in the domestic economy, while its holdings of foreign

exchange reserves increase. Rapid and sustained increases in the money supply, however, tend

to promote excessive domestic demand and investment , which have occured in recent years.
These developments

, in tu , lead to the inefficient allocation of resources and increased

inflationary pressures throughout China s economy.

As has been the historical pattern , the governent's interference with market disciplines

first causes problems; subsequent measures merely shift the incidence of the problems or defer

their impact. Normally, an overheating economy and inflationar pressures would put upward
pressure on interest rates , which , if permitted to rise , would tend to slow the domestic economy

and induce some of the excess money supply to flow out of the country. Interest rates (and
credit), however,

are governent-controlled and unesponsive to market forces , while capital

outflows are similarly constraied. The Chinese governent accordingly must resort to a host of

weaker, secondary measures that attempt to offset the distortions and imbalances caused by its
intervention. In general ,

these secondary measures are all limited in effect or duration and often

are counter to other policy goals of the governent.
(1)

sterilize"

The central ban

the increase in the supply of yuan - the

growth in the money supply by selling debt into

essence ,

has conducted increasingly extensive open-market operations to

governent can temporarly reduce the

(i. , borrowing from) the domestic economy. In

the governent trades governental debt securities for the excess supply of yuan it
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previously created in its foreign-exchange operations. Whle sterilization effectively removes

yuan from the economy, it causes other adverse effects by putting upward pressure on interest
rates

crowding out" other borrowers and increasing fiscal pressure on the governent. In

addition , because the borrowings will eventually matue or be repaid , the effects on the money
supply are only temporary.
(2)

The Chinese governent has allowed a greater volume of foreign exchange to be

held within the domestic economy (in lieu of forcing total conversions to yuan) by relaxing

surender requirements and permitting domestic firms to maintain limited foreign-exchange
accounts. Whle this liberalization tended to undermine its control over the foreign-exchange
market , the governent appears more willng to take that risk as ever-building pressures begin to
dilute the impact of its more direct policy options.
(3)

China has reduced the supply of yuan by directly withdrawing loans and lending

credits previously made to support the baning sector or

finance special projects. In addition ,

in

an effort to restrain lending growth, the governent recently increased banng reserve
requirements, which effectively force the baning sector to hold more yuan, thereby reducing the
supply of yuan in the domestic economy.
In surar, China

s supply-side controls work first by limiting

foreign-exchange

holdings in the economy and then by the governent's absorption of the foreign-exchange

surluses that these controls create.

In effect , the Chinese governent's policies have

transformed the " market" into a crab pot of sorts , allowing foreign exchange to flow freely into
the countr, but severely restrcting its flow in and back

out of the countr.

Foreign exchange

thus amasses as increased reserve holdings , which effectively represent deferred or future

demand for yuan. When seen from ths perspective , it is clear that China maintains a conscious
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policy goal of arificially shifting curent demand for yuan into the futue in order to prevent the
yuan from appreciating now, as market forces would dictate.

The Chiese governent's supply-side manpulations ,

therefore , are most

directly

evident in its surging foreign-exchange reserve holdings. The rapid increase and level of these
reserves clearly suggest that China s balance-of-payments is otherwise increasingly imbalanced
and that more and more demand for yuan is being deferred into the futue.

Demand-Side Controls
The Chinese governent likewise has employed an aray of measures designed to sharly
restrct and control the demand for foreign exchange. In order to maintain control over the price

or value of the yuan, China must maintain very strict controls over foreign-exchange holdings
(i. , demand) within the Chiese

economy, because increased holdings of foreign exchange

complicate China s efforts to control the price of the yuan. Given the strict controls or outright
prohibitions on capital outflows , the demand for foreign exchange withi

the Chinese

economy

is limited principally to purchasing imports and makng payments on foreign debt.
On December

1996 ,

China accepted the obligations of Aricle VII of the IMF'

Aricles of Agreement. As a result, China substantially liberalized current account convertibility

covering payment for goods and services ,

as well as the repatration of profits from foreign

companes operating in China. While this action was a signficant improvement from China
previous policies , restrictive elements remain. For instance , foreign companies are still required

to surrender their foreign-exchange earings above certain limits , while domestic firms remain
bared from retaining their foreign-exchange earnngs altogether, with the exception of a parial

exemption for several large , state-owned enterprises. Purchases of foreign exchange by private
individuals and households remain subj ect to restrictions.
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Ironically, the maintenance of strct controls on capital-account transactions , at the same

time curent-account transactions were liberalized , has forced Chia to subject curent-account

transactions to new regulations and closer scrutiny in order to prevent unauthorized capital
outflows through the curent account.

China maintains a labyrnthan

aray of restrctions on capital-account transactions and

has generally confined its liberalization to facilitating inflows of foreign direct investment.
Nearly every other aspect of operations in Chia s capital account is subject to advance approval
licensing or certification , explicit limits ,

conditional requirements or outrght prohibitions.

sumar of these controls is contained in Attachment 2.
China has attempted to justify these restrctions on a number of grounds , but none is
consistent with China s commitments to the World

Trade Organzation ("WTO"

Paradoxically, Chia s two primary justifications for maintaining the strict controls on the capital
account are (l) fear of rapid and

destabilizing capital

destabilizing capital

inflows

and (2) fear of rapid and

outflows.

With regard to inflows , China fears that liberalization could lead to signficant capital

inflows from foreign investors seeking to speculate in its financial markets , paricularly as to a
higher revaluation of the yuan. Moreover , that influx of portfolio investment and liquidity from
foreigners into the financial system might induce Chinese bans to increase their lending or lend

less prudently and fuher destabilize the already weak baning sector.
With regard to outflows , China fears that liberalization could lead to wholesale capital

flight by Chinese savers and investors seeking either to diversify their holdings or reduce their
exposure to credit risks in the weak Chinese financial system. Rapid and substantial withdrawals
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from the baning system would not only put downward pressure on the value of the yuan, but
also would cause a potential liquidity crisis or collapse in the banng sector.
In sumar, China
limiting the

s demand-side controls essentially are preemptive in natue

opportties of its citizens and companes to need , use or invest foreign exchange.

Despite achieving curent-account convertibility, China retains direct ceilings on permitted
foreign-exchange holdings , as well as an array of indirect measures used to verify, link and
otherwise control foreign-exchange holdings.

While China justifies these measures

as a

necessar shield for its underdeveloped internal financial system, there seems little doubt that
these measures have contrbuted to the

vulnerability of the system and potentially pose its

greatest threat. As the evidence has shown, the Chinese governent's long and extensive history

of intervention has yielded few apparent benefits;

rather

, governental policies have been

characterized by the creation of distortions that subsequently are redressed through fuherdistorting measures. Ultimately, this perilous circle can achieve little of permanence except a
misallocation of resources.

Balance-of-Pavments Implications

Generalized Distortions
China

capital controls

indispensable to the Chinese

constitute strong and expansIve

policy tools that are

governent's ability to suppress market forces and keep the

exchange rate fixed in the face of a signficant excess supply of U.S. dollars (or excess demand
for yuan). Moreover , these controls reflect merely another instance of one distortion (a fixed and

undervalued exchange rate) begetting another (capital controls)

in China s increasingly

paradoxical battle against market forces.

Moreover , as the Chinese governent has liberalized current -account transactions , it has

had to become even more vigilant in controllng not only the capital account ,
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but also capital

flows being disguised through the current account.

Thus , besides being partial ,

China

liberalization efforts frequently tend to produce administrative difficulties that significantly
undermine their limited benefits in the first place.

As shown in the matrx in Attachment 2 and discussed earlier, the Chinese governent's
interference in capital-account transactions is so extensive that there is a fundamental uncertainty

in the market whether substantial capital infows or substantial capital outflows would result if

normal market forces were permitted rather than systematically thwared by China. In

fact

China has so subjugated normal market forces that equilibrium and futue values are all but
unkown to investors and borrowers , who instead are guided , quite logically in the short-ru , by
the time- proven expectation of a continuation of the status quo. Thus, the market operates in a

vacuum created and controlled by the Chinese governent , undeterred by the growing
imbalances and pressures that clearly point to a different outcome , but for the governent's
interference.
Exchan2e Rate Effects

When the United States ' balance-of- payments position is discussed , it often is noted that
the large current -account deficit must , by definition , be offset by a comparable capital-account
surlus (assuming offcial

reserves remain unchanged). Underlying ths principle is the national-

account identity stating that if the United States

than it

earns

spends

(i. , consumption plus investment) more

(i. , consumption plus savings), the excess spending is equal to the curent-account

deficit. The current-account deficit , in turn, can also be expressed as a fuction

of the excess of

S. imports over U.S. exports.
As a result of the curent-account deficit , therefore , the United States must borrow fuds
to pay for its excessive investment

savings

(i.

(i.

, its spending is too high) or to offset its inadequate

, its earngs are too low). This borrowing constitutes a capital-account inflow
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which leads to an overall capital-account surplus that offsets the corresponding curent-account
deficit.

The United States '
curent-account deficit is ,

balance-of- payments is considered to be in

balance because the

in fact , offset by the capital-account surplus.

From a curency

perspective , the current-account deficit produces an excess supply of U. S. dollars (from U.

purchasers) that would , by itself, tend to cause the value of the U.S. dollar to decrease. The
capital-account surlus , however, produces an offsetting excess demand for U. S. dollars (from
foreign lenders seeking to lend in the United
balanced by the capital-account surlus ,

is met by the excess supply of U.S.

States). When the curent-account deficit is

the excess demand for U. S. dollars (by foreign lenders)

dollars (from U. S. purchasers), thereby mitigating any

pressure on the value ofthe U.S. dollar to either appreciate or depreciate.
In China s case , however ,

surlus. This means
spends

that China not only

both its curent and capital accounts are significantly in
(i.

earns

consumption plus savings) more than it

(i. , consumption plus investment), but also is a net borrower rather than a net lender to

the rest of the world.

This situation is due to China s capital-outflow controls , which sharly

limit and reduce the opportnities

for Chinese

entities to lend or invest abroad.

With its current

and capital accounts both in surlus (rather than in offsetting balance), China s foreign-exchange

reserves must increase by the amount of the combined

surluses in the curent and

capital

accounts.

14 Given its

curent-account surplus , China typically would be expected to be a net lender in its

capital account.
15 Meanwhile
, foreign- direct investments into China are freely permitted. Thus , in trade terms
China

s capital-account controls are similar in their balance-of- payments

barers and

restrctions.
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effects as import

From a curency perspective , the curent-account surplus means that China exports more
than it imports , which in tur

means that China ears

than it spends on its imports

more foreign exchange through its exports

(i. , excess foreign exchange). Similarly, the capital-account

surplus means that China is receiving more foreign investment than it is making in foreign
markets , which in tu means

that China has a net surlus of foreign exchange in its capital

account as well.
With the surlus of foreign curency flowing into China at the same time that direct uses

of the foreign currency remain blocked or limited ,

an excess demand for yuan develops as

Chinese individuals and businesses seek to convert the foreign exchange

into yuan for

employment and use in the domestic economy. Thus , as the supply of foreign exchange in China
increases , so does the corresponding demand for yuan.

The persistent and signficant imbalance in favor of the demand for yuan over the supply
vis- a-vis

of foreign currency normally would bid up the value of the yuan

the foreign currency.

Instead , China restrains the value of the yuan from rising by unilaterally increasing the supply of
yuan , which is accomplished merely by printing more curency. Rather than allow market forces

to decrease the value of the foreign curency and increase the value of the yuan , the Chinese

governent steps in , using its monetary authority as a rigid price support

for the foreign

curency. In effect , the governent signals to the market that it stands prepared to purchase any

amount of foreign curency necessary to clear the market at its fixed , arificially-supported and
desired price.

When seen from ths perspective , it becomes clearer that China s burgeoning foreignexchange reserves in effect reflect deferred demand for yuan. Rather than allow the market to

express its demand for yuan now (thus bidding up the value of the yuan now), the Chinese
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governent resorts to printing new yuan to satisfy the curent demand , while it instead holds the
corresponding foreign currency in reserve in order to keep it off the market. Thus , the stock of

foreign-exchange reserves reflects futue demand for yuan. Moreover, as the stock of reserves
increases , so does the futue demand for yuan and , presumably, the future value of the yuan
a-vis its curent , arificially-suppressed value.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Source: IMF, Exchange Arrangements and Foreign Exchange Markets: Developments
and Issues, World Economic and Financial Surveys, 2003 at 25-26.

Table 1
Countries Employing Conventional Fixed-Peg Currency Regimes (Single Currency)
Manufactures Trade Flows with United States, Annual 2003
(millions of US dollars)

Country
Aruba
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belize
Bhutan
Cape Verde
China
Cormoros
Eritrea
Iran
Jordan
Lebanon
Lesotho
Macedonia FYR
Malaysia
Maldives
Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands Antilles
Oman
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Syrian Arab Republic
Turkmenistan
United Arab Emirates
Zimbabwe
Total
China share of total

Exports to
Imports
the United
from the
States United States
(842)
355
(473)
1,084
(378)
509
(2,074)
227
(43)
302
(101)
199
(1)
1
(6)
9
(151,620)
28,418
(4)
1
(0)
87
(161)
99
(673)
492
(94)
314
(393)
5
(62)
26
(25,321)
10,921
(94)
7
(123)
28
(171)
16
(632)
747
(607)
323
(332)
408
(17,112)
4,596
(3)
26
(140)
193
(162)
8
(241)
214
(80)
34
(1,134)
3,510
(67)
42
(203,145)
75%

53,202
53%

SOURCE: IMF and U.S. International Trade Commission.

United States
Trade
Balance
w/Partner
(487)
611
131
(1,848)
259
98
1
3
(123,202)
(3)
87
(62)
(181)
220
(388)
(36)
(14,400)
(88)
(95)
(155)
116
(283)
77
(12,516)
23
53
(154)
(27)
(45)
2,376
(25)

Total Trade
with United
States
1,197
1,557
887
2,301
345
301
2
15
180,039
5
87
260
1,165
408
398
89
36,241
101
151
188
1,379
930
740
21,708
29
333
170
455
114
4,645
108

Pct Share
0.5%
0.6%
0.3%
0.9%
0.1%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
70.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.5%
0.2%
0.2%
0.0%
14.1%
0.0%
0.1%
0.1%
0.5%
0.4%
0.3%
8.5%
0.0%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
0.0%
1.8%
0.0%

(149,942)
82%

256,347
70%

100.0%
70%

CHART 1
U.S. Trade Flows with Partners Employing Single-Currency-Peg Arrangments
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NOTE: See Table 1. Exports to United States are shown as negative numbers, while imports from the United States are shown as
positive numbers.

Table 2
Countries Employing Conventional Fixed-Peg Currency Regimes (Basket Currency)
Manufactures Trade Flows with United States, Annual 2003
(millions of US dollars)

Country
Botswana
Fiji
Kuwait
Latvia
Libya
Malta
Morocco
Samoa
Seychelles
Vanuatu
China*
Total
China share of total

Exports to Imports from United States
the United
the United
Trade
States
States
Balance
(14)
26
12
(175)
20
(156)
(2,125)
1,509
(616)
(395)
124
(271)
0
0
(369)
202
(167)
(396)
465
69
(4)
11
7
(15)
7
(8)
(1)
1
1
(151,620)
28,418
(123,202)
(155,115)
98%

30,784
92%

(*) China included in this group for comparison purposes only.
SOURCE: IMF and U.S. International Trade Commission.

(124,332)
99%

Total Trade
with United
States
40
195
3,634
519
0
570
861
16
22
2
180,039

Pct Share
0.02%
0.10%
1.95%
0.28%
0.00%
0.31%
0.46%
0.01%
0.01%
0.00%
96.85%

185,899
97%

100.00%
97%

CHART 2
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positive numbers. (*) China included for comparison purposes only.

Table 3
United States' Top Trading Partners
Manufactures Trade Flows with United States, Annual 2003
(billions of US dollars)

Country (regime type)
European Union (mon. union)
Canada (float)
Mexico (float)
China (fixed peg)
Japan (float)
South Korea (float)
Brazil (float)
Total
China share of total

Exports to
Imports
the United
from the
States United States
(242)
151
(224)
169
(137)
97
(152)
28
(118)
52
(37)
24
(18)
11
(686)
22%

383
7%

SOURCE: IMF and U.S. International Trade Commission.

United States
Trade
Balance
w/Partner
(92)
(55)
(40)
(123)
(66)
(13)
(6)

Total Trade
with United
States
393
393
235
180
171
61
29

Pct Share
36.8%
36.8%
22.0%
16.8%
16.0%
5.7%
2.7%

(303)
41%

1,069
17%

100.0%
17%

CHART 3
U.S. Trade Flows with Top Trading Partners
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NOTE: See Table 3. Exports to United States are shown as negative numbers, while imports from the United States are shown as
positive numbers.

CHART 4
COMPARISON OF TRADING PARTNERS' CURRENCY REGIMES WITH LEVEL OF TRADE WITH THE UNITED
STATES
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Table 4
Evolution of Exchange-Rate Regimes by Country Group
Annual Periods 1990, 1995 and 2001
(in percent of members in each category)

Country Grouping

1990

1995

2001

Developed Countries (1)
Hard Pegs
Intermediate Regimes
Single currency fixed pegs
Floating Regimes

0%
74%
13%
26%

4%
54%
13%
42%

54%
4%
0%
42%

Emerging Market Countries (2)
Hard Pegs
Intermediate Regimes
Single currency fixed pegs
Floating Regimes

7%
77%
13%
17%

9%
81%
13%
9%

16%
34%
9%
50%

All IMF Members
Hard Pegs
Intermediate Regimes
Single currency fixed pegs
Floating Regimes

16%
69%
25%
15%

16%
59%
22%
25%

26%
39%
17%
36%

NOTES
(1) Definition of developed countries coincide with the classification used in International
Financial Statistics.
(2) Emerging market countries include the following: Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile,
China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Ecuador, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Israel, Jordan, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama,
Philippines, Poland, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Turkey and
Venezuela.
SOURCE: IMF.

CHART 5A
Developed Countries -- Evolution of Exchange-Rate Regime Types, 1990-2001
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NOTE: See Table 4. Percentage for hard pegs in 1990 and single-currency-fixed pegs in 2001 = 0% and are not visible on
chart.

CHART 5B
Emerging Market Countries -- Evolution of Exchange-Rate Regime Types,
1990-2001
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CHART 5C
All Member Countries -- Evolution of Exchange-Rate Regime Types,
1990-2001
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Table 5

Summary of Major Foreign Currency Crises Since 1990
and Effect on Currency Regime Types

Pre-Crisis Foreign-Exchange
Regime
Country Involved
Argentina
Brazil
Ecuador
Indonesia
Malaysia
Mexico
Russia
Thailand
Turkey

SOURCE: IMF.

Regime Grouping
Hard peg
Intermediate
regime
Intermediate
regime
Intermediate
regime
Intermediate
regime
Intermediate
regime
Intermediate
regime
Intermediate
regime
Intermediate
regime

Post-Crisis Foreign-Exchange
Regime

Specific Regime
Type

Period of
Crisis

Regime Grouping

Specific Regime
Type

Currency board

2001-2002

Floating regime

Managed float

Crawling peg

1999

Floating regime

Free float

Crawling band

1999

Hard peg

Dollarization

Crawling band
Closely managed
float

1997

Floating regime

1997

Intermediate

Free float
Conventional fixed
peg

Crawling band

1994

Floating regime

Free float

Crawling peg

1998

Floating regime

Managed float

Basket peg

1997

Floating regime

Managed float

Crawling peg

1994, 2001

Floating regime

Free float

ATTACHMENT 2

Summary of China's Capital Controls By Category and Flow Type
TYPE OF RESTRICTION/CONTROL:
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X

X
X

CAPITAL ACCOUNT INFLOWS
Foreign Direct Investment (into China)
Repatriation of investment profits (out of China)
Liquidation of investment (out of China)
Portfolio Investments
Capital and Money Market Securities
Purchase of equity in China
Sale/issue of equity abroad
Purchase of debt/money mkt securities in China
Sale/issue of debt/money mkt securities abroad
Early repayment of foreign debt

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

State debt controls

X

X

Only with repayment clause

X

hedging risks only through
financial institutions only

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Authorized institutions and
enterprises only

X

X

X

Only with repayment clause
and use of own forex

X

Credit Operations
Commercial and financial credit
To Residents from Non-Residents

Early repayment
Foreign loan guarantees for yuan-denominated
loans to domestic enterprises
Foreign loan guarantees for yuan-denominated
loans to foreign enterprises

X

X

X

X

X

None
Total Borrowing Capped by
Investments and Registered
Capital

Deposit Accounts
Non-Residents in foreign currency
Non-Residents in yuan

X
X

None
None

Personal Capital Movements
Loans from Non-Residents to Residents
Gifts from Non-Residents to Residents

X
X

To Foreign Enterprises from Non-Residents

X

B Shares
X

X

Derivatives and Other Instruments
Purchase in China
Sale/issue abroad

X

X

None

X

X
X

X

X

X

Summary of China's Capital Controls By Category and Flow Type
TYPE OF RESTRICTION/CONTROL:

REGULATING AGENCIES:
vts

CAPITAL ACCOUNT OUTFLOWS
Foreign Direct Investment (abroad)
Repatriation of investment profits (to China)
Liquidation of investment (to China)

X
X
X

Sale of Real Estate
Originally purchased with foreign exchange
Originally purchased with yuan
Portfolio Investments
Capital and Money Market Securities
Sale/issue of equity in China
Purchase of equity abroad
Sale/issue of debt/money mkt securities in China
Purchase of debt/money mkt securities abroad

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Institutions only, using own
forex only

X

X

X

hedging risks only through
financial institutions only

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Authorized financial
institutions only
Authorized financial
institutions only

X

X

X

X

X

Balance < 20% of prior year
current account income

X

Subject to various
restrictions and limitations

X

Derivatives and Other Instruments
Sale/issue in China
Purchase abroad

None
None

X

X

Credit Operations
Commercial and financial credit
Residents to Non-Residents
Foreign loan guarantees for foreign currency loans
Deposit Accounts
Residents abroad

Residents in foreign currency
Personal Capital Movements
Loans from Residents to Non-Residents
Gifts/inheritances from Residents to Non-Residents
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APPLIES TO:

Notes and Explanation

Backeround

The first page of the matrx focuses on capital account outflows from China
while the second page refers to capital account inflows into Chia. The capital accounts
(both outflows and inflows) shown in the matrx are not exhaustive
following major categories:

I)

but

include the

foreign direct investment; 2) real estate; 3) portfolio

investments; 4) credit operations; 5) deposit accounts; and , 6) personal

capital

movements.
For each account and flow tye ,

provided: 1) whether the subject

three different groupings of infonnation are

restrctions apply to residents or non-residents; 2) the

applicable type of restrctions or control ,

rangig from monitoring to prohibition; and, 3)

the agency of the Chinese governent responsible for regulating the capital account and
flow tye.

Conclusion
The matrx covers most of the major accounts and flows but is neither completely
exhaustive nor comprehensive as to specific details , limits , exceptions , requirements , etc;

rather ,

the matrx is intended to

ilustrate the wide rangig and extensive control on

capital account transactions maintained by China, rather than constitute an authoritative
reference. As shown, nearly all major capital outflows are subject to either outrght

Whle outrght prohibitions continue to constrain many aspects of the capital
account , it is worth noting that the governent retais nearly full discretion in the other
aspects of the capital account , either by prior approval ,

monitorig and registration

special authorization or other means of control. In short, there are few if any aspects of
the capital account that are free from restrctions and completely transparent to either
resident or non-resident investors (although there is a distinct bias in favor of non-

resident investors). The governent has reserved the right to make changes or impose
limitations and restrctions as it sees fit , depending on transient market conditions or even

policy goals. Thus , for instance , in periods when there is upward pressure on the foreign-

exchange value of the yuan , the governent can tilt the capital controls toward greater
outflows and lesser inflows

(i. , decrease demand for yuan). Similarly, in periods when

there is downward pressure on the foreign exchange value of the yuan , the governent

can tilt the capital controls

toward greater inflows and lesser outflows

(i.

, increase

demand for the yuan).

On balance in recent years , these controls have generally encouraged capital
inflows and discouraged capital outflows.

encouraged foreign direct investment inflows (

More specifically, Chia has strongly
, fixed asset investment), which tend to

be or less liquid and longer- term in nature , while discouraging foreign portfolio inflows
, investment in Chinese stocks and bonds), which tend to be more liquid and shorterterm in natue. Simlarly, China has imposed tight restrctions on short- term

foreign

borrowing, while taking a more liberal stance toward medium and longer- term foreign
debt.

Abbreviations Used in the Matrix
SAFE
PBC
MOFTEC
CSRC

State Authority for Foreign Exchange
People s Ban of China
Ministr of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation
China Securties Regulatory Committee

Sources
Guijun,

Lin and Ronald M. Schram. May 2003. " China s
Exchange Policies Since 1979: A Review of Developments

Foreign

and an

Assessment." University of International Business and Economics , Beijing.
Shen , Jian- Guang. Undated. " Chia s Exchange-rate System after WTO
Accession: Some Considerations. " Ban of Finland , Institute for Economies
in Transition.

Zhang, Zhaoyong. December 1999. "Foreign Exchange Rate Reform , the
Balance of Trade and Economic Growt: An Empirical Analysis for Chia
Joural of Economic Development (Vol. 24 , No. 2) at 143- 162.
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EXHIBIT 3

TABLE 1: CHINA'S BALANCE OF TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES
Annual 1995-2003, 2004 YTD
All Commodities
FOB Values in US Dollars
TABLE 1A: AS REPORTED BY CHINA
CHINA DATA:
Chinese Imports*
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
15,312,376,604
24,713,497,878
9,401,121,274

1996
15,347,132,849
26,683,100,907
11,335,968,058

1997
15,473,368,013
32,702,663,287
17,229,295,274

1998
16,147,097,632
37,964,973,088
21,817,875,456

1999
18,513,316,722
42,015,984,348
23,502,667,626

2000
21,246,377,160
52,142,000,913
30,895,623,753

2001
24,893,412,619
54,318,910,896
29,425,498,278

2002
25,866,505,421
69,959,401,299
44,092,895,878

2003
32,188,814,081
92,510,148,387
60,321,334,306

2003 (Jan-Mar)
7,536,784,150
17,658,878,000
10,122,093,850

2004 (Jan-Mar)
10,779,221,550
23,748,758,000
12,969,536,450

2001
17,959,041,258
102,069,326,282
84,110,285,024

2002
20,552,991,012
124,795,665,331
104,242,674,319

2003
26,706,938,428
151,620,143,845
124,913,205,417

2003 (Jan-Mar)
6,075,313,296
30,956,285,502
24,880,972,206

2004 (Jan-Mar)
8,528,346,096
39,080,945,236
30,552,599,140

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China
* Imports valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.
TABLE 1B: AS REPORTED BY THE UNITED STATES
US DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
11,612,547,215
45,369,985,492
33,757,438,277

1996
11,801,242,997
51,209,375,856
39,408,132,859

1997
12,533,478,742
61,995,926,355
49,462,447,613

1998
13,908,495,969
70,815,035,767
56,906,539,798

1999
12,584,898,241
81,522,281,394
68,937,383,153

2000
15,335,341,048
99,580,514,118
84,245,173,070

Source: Official Statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce

Prepared by Georgetown Economic Services

TABLE 2: CHINA'S BALANCE OF TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES ADJUSTED FOR HONG KONG RE-EXPORT TRADE
Annual 2001-2003, 2004 YTD
All Commodities
FOB Values in US Dollars
TABLE 2A: AS REPORTED BY CHINA
CHINA DATA:
Chinese Imports*
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

2001
24,505,095,799
79,283,425,146
54,778,329,348

2002
25,494,144,821
95,714,488,299
70,220,343,478

2003
31,814,079,641
117,603,251,637
85,789,171,996

2003 (Jan-Mar)
7,444,500,850
22,957,673,750
15,513,172,900

2004 (Jan-Mar)
10,697,609,850
29,271,672,500
18,574,062,650

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China, US ITC
* Imports valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.
TABLE 2B: AS REPORTED BY THE UNITED STATES
US DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

2001
24,042,671,438
93,747,821,532
69,705,150,094

2002
26,386,640,412
116,210,636,331
89,823,995,919

2003
32,577,777,988
143,255,776,095
110,677,998,107

2003 (Jan-Mar)
7,521,084,996
29,190,020,252
21,668,935,256

Source: Official Statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce
SEE Background and Methodology Section of Exhibit 3 for additional explanation and details.

Prepared by Georgetown Economic Services

2004 (Jan-Mar)
9,806,929,396
37,239,973,736
27,433,044,340

Chart 1:
Chinese Exports to the United States, as Reported by
China and the United States
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* - Source: US DOC; US Imports
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Chart 2:
Imports to China, as Reported by China and the
United States
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TABLE 3: CHINA'S BALANCE OF TRADE FROM VARIOUS SOURCES USING 5% CIF/FOB DEFLATOR
Annual 1995-2004 YTD or as noted
All Commodities
FOB Values in US Dollars

TABLE 3A: AS REPORTED BY THE IMF FOR ALL TRADING PARTNERS (1995-2004 YTD)
IMF DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
110,060,000,000
128,110,000,000
18,050,000,000

1996
131,542,000,000
151,077,000,000
19,535,000,000

1997
136,448,000,000
182,670,000,000
46,222,000,000

1998
136,915,000,000
183,529,000,000
46,614,000,000

1999
158,734,000,000
194,716,000,000
35,982,000,000

2000
214,657,000,000
249,131,000,000
34,474,000,000

2001
232,058,000,000
266,075,000,000
34,017,000,000

2002
281,484,000,000
325,651,000,000
44,167,000,000

2003
392,408,900,000
437,899,000,000
45,490,100,000

2003 (Jan-Mar)
82,955,900,000
84,406,000,000
1,450,100,000

2004 (Jan-Mar)
117,912,100,000
115,617,000,000
-2,295,100,000

2001
231,388,697,168
266,661,113,296
35,272,416,128

2002
280,537,760,042
325,642,067,334
45,104,307,292

2003
392,440,834,852
438,472,556,679
46,031,721,827

2003 (Jan-Mar)
82,977,511,931
86,322,649,392
3,345,137,461

2004 (Jan-Mar)
117,946,479,271
115,717,848,627
-2,228,630,644

2001
214,159,468,486
235,839,814,679
21,680,346,193

2002
260,972,608,096
287,132,277,498
26,159,669,402

2003
362,778,004,907
384,145,052,687
21,367,047,780

2003 (Jan-Mar)
75,860,524,524
75,902,858,270
42,333,746

2004 (Jan-Mar)
107,761,908,401
101,561,229,172
-6,200,679,229

2001
201,141,797,443
370,849,956,573
169,708,159,130

2002
246,113,608,582
435,367,684,794
189,254,076,212

2003
338,648,211,176
549,554,462,552
210,906,251,376

2003 (Jan-Mar)
71,253,612,840
115,605,946,680
44,352,333,840

2004 (Jan-Mar)
97,212,844,135
150,300,909,842
53,088,065,707

2001
201,141,797,441
372,808,890,336
171,667,092,895

2002
246,116,391,737
437,918,993,713
191,802,601,976

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics--Data Reported by China

TABLE 3B: AS REPORTED BY CHINA FOR ALL TRADING PARTNERS
CHINA DATA (ALL):
Chinese Imports*
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
125,479,269,594
148,779,564,595
23,300,295,001

1996
131,891,136,920
151,047,526,432
19,156,389,512

1997
135,032,861,510
182,743,907,761
47,711,046,251

1998
133,366,082,170
183,746,494,181
50,380,412,011

1999
157,490,138,667
195,176,530,901
37,686,392,234

2000
213,840,385,165
249,239,664,195
35,399,279,030

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China
* Imports valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 3C: AS REPORTED BY CHINA FOR 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES
CHINA DATA (40 PARTNERS):
Chinese Imports*
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
119,729,396,943
134,273,455,337
14,544,058,395

1996
125,386,409,625
137,115,864,318
11,729,454,693

1997
127,027,698,227
165,313,796,297
38,286,098,070

1998
127,488,916,519
165,272,648,190
37,783,731,671

1999
149,719,107,230
175,092,041,881
25,372,934,651

2000
195,616,122,496
221,916,022,123
26,299,899,628

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Imports valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 3D: AS REPORTED BY 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES (1999-2004 YTD)
40 PARTNER DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports*
Chinese Surplus:

1995
-

1996
-

1997
-

1998
-

1999
150,996,935,412
291,493,113,839
140,496,178,427

2000
189,174,515,570
360,695,311,929
171,520,796,359

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by Partner Countries (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Exports (Partner-reported imports) valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 3E: AS REPORTED BY THE UN (REPORTED TO UN BY 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES) (1999-2002)
UN DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports*
Chinese Surplus:

1995
-

1996
-

1997
-

1998
-

1999
150,990,261,713
292,818,088,007
141,827,826,294

2000
189,106,762,140
362,809,550,101
173,702,787,961

Source: UN Comtrade Database--Data Reported by Partner Countries (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Exports (Partner-reported imports) valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.
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TABLE 4: CHINA'S BALANCE OF TRADE, BY VARIOUS SOURCES USING 10% CIF/FOB DEFLATOR
Annual 1995-2004 YTD or as noted
All Commodities
FOB Values in US Dollars

TABLE 4A: AS REPORTED BY THE IMF FOR ALL TRADING PARTNERS (1995-2004 YTD)
IMF DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
110,060,000,000
128,110,000,000
18,050,000,000

1996
131,542,000,000
151,077,000,000
19,535,000,000

1997
136,448,000,000
182,670,000,000
46,222,000,000

1998
136,915,000,000
183,529,000,000
46,614,000,000

1999
158,734,000,000
194,716,000,000
35,982,000,000

2000
214,657,000,000
249,131,000,000
34,474,000,000

2001
232,058,000,000
266,075,000,000
34,017,000,000

2002
281,484,000,000
325,651,000,000
44,167,000,000

2003
392,408,900,000
437,899,000,000
45,490,100,000

2003 (Jan-Mar)
82,955,900,000
84,406,000,000
1,450,100,000

2004 (Jan-Mar)
117,912,100,000
115,617,000,000
-2,295,100,000

2001
219,210,344,686
266,661,113,296
47,450,768,610

2002
265,772,614,776
325,642,067,334
59,869,452,558

2003
371,786,054,071
438,472,556,679
66,686,502,608

2003 (Jan-Mar)
78,610,274,461
86,322,649,392
7,712,374,931

2004 (Jan-Mar)
111,738,769,835
115,717,848,627
3,979,078,792

2001
202,887,917,513
235,839,814,679
32,951,897,166

2002
247,237,207,670
287,132,277,498
39,895,069,828

2003
343,684,425,702
384,145,052,687
40,460,626,985

2003 (Jan-Mar)
71,867,865,338
75,902,858,270
4,034,992,932

2004 (Jan-Mar)
102,090,229,011
101,561,229,172
-528,999,839

2001
201,141,797,443
357,880,823,420
156,739,025,977

2002
246,113,608,582
420,569,787,011
174,456,178,429

2003
338,648,211,176
530,761,873,780
192,113,662,604

2003 (Jan-Mar)
71,253,612,840
111,576,418,130
40,322,805,290

2004 (Jan-Mar)
97,212,844,135
145,063,521,409
47,850,677,274

2001
201,141,797,441
357,880,823,440
156,739,025,999

2002
246,116,391,737
420,570,055,705
174,453,663,968

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics--Data Reported by China

TABLE 4B: AS REPORTED BY CHINA FOR ALL TRADING PARTNERS
CHINA DATA (ALL):
Chinese Imports*
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
118,875,097,510
148,779,564,595
29,904,467,085

1996
124,949,498,135
151,047,526,432
26,098,028,298

1997
127,925,868,799
182,743,907,761
54,818,038,962

1998
126,346,814,688
183,746,494,181
57,399,679,493

1999
149,201,184,001
195,176,530,901
45,975,346,900

2000
202,585,628,051
249,239,664,195
46,654,036,144

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China
* Imports valued at CIF less 10% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 4C: AS REPORTED BY CHINA FOR 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES
CHINA DATA (40 PARTNERS):
Chinese Imports*
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
113,427,849,735
134,273,455,337
20,845,605,602

1996
118,787,124,908
137,115,864,318
18,328,739,410

1997
120,342,029,900
165,313,796,297
44,971,766,398

1998
120,778,973,545
165,272,648,190
44,493,674,645

1999
141,839,154,218
175,092,041,881
33,252,887,663

2000
185,320,537,101
221,916,022,123
36,595,485,022

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Imports valued at CIF less 10% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 4D: AS REPORTED BY 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES (1999-2004 YTD)
40 PARTNER DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports*
Chinese Surplus:

1995
-

1996
-

1997
-

1998
-

1999
150,996,935,412
281,284,410,118
130,287,474,706

2000
189,174,515,570
348,015,037,226
158,840,521,656

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by Partner Countries (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Exports (Partner-reported imports) valued at CIF less 10% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 4E: AS REPORTED BY THE UN (REPORTED TO UN BY 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES) (1999-2002)
UN DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports*
Chinese Surplus:

1995
-

1996
-

1997
-

1998
-

1999
150,990,261,713
281,277,769,757
130,287,508,044

2000
189,106,762,140
347,964,749,729
158,857,987,589

Source: UN Comtrade Database--Data Reported by Partner Countries (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Exports (Partner-reported imports) valued at CIF less 10% to approximate FOB values.
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TABLE 5: CHINA'S BALANCE OF TRADE, FROM VARIOUS SOURCES USING 5% CIF/FOB DEFLATOR, ADJUSTED FOR HONG KONG RE-EXPORT TRADE (1)
Annual 1995-2004 YTD or as noted
All Commodities
FOB Values in US Dollars

TABLE 5A: AS REPORTED BY THE IMF FOR ALL TRADING PARTNERS (1995-2004 YTD)
IMF DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
110,060,000,000
128,110,000,000
18,050,000,000

1996
131,542,000,000
151,077,000,000
19,535,000,000

1997
136,448,000,000
182,670,000,000
46,222,000,000

1998
136,915,000,000
183,529,000,000
46,614,000,000

1999
158,734,000,000
194,716,000,000
35,982,000,000

2000
214,657,000,000
249,131,000,000
34,474,000,000

2001
232,058,000,000
266,075,000,000
34,017,000,000

2002
281,484,000,000
325,651,000,000
44,167,000,000

2003
392,408,900,000
437,899,000,000
45,490,100,000

2003 (Jan-Mar)
82,955,900,000
84,406,000,000
1,450,100,000

2004 (Jan-Mar)
117,912,100,000
115,617,000,000
-2,295,100,000

2000
213,840,385,165
249,239,664,195
35,399,279,030

2001
231,388,697,168
266,661,113,296
35,272,416,128

2002
280,537,760,042
325,642,067,334
45,104,307,292

2003
392,440,834,852
438,472,556,679
46,031,721,827

2003 (Jan-Mar)
82,977,511,931
86,322,649,392
3,345,137,461

2004 (Jan-Mar)
117,946,479,271
115,717,848,627
-2,228,630,644

2000
195,616,122,496
221,916,022,123
26,299,899,628

2001
214,159,468,486
235,839,814,679
21,680,346,193

2002
260,972,608,096
287,132,277,498
26,159,669,402

2003
362,778,004,907
384,145,052,687
21,367,047,780

2003 (Jan-Mar)
75,860,524,524
75,902,858,270
42,333,746

2004 (Jan-Mar)
107,761,908,401
101,561,229,172
-6,200,679,229

2001
141,111,328,091
293,026,237,549
151,914,909,458

2002
177,021,817,809
352,185,992,044
175,164,174,235

2003
253,262,991,312
456,270,687,785
203,007,696,473

2003 (Jan-Mar)
52,736,149,580
95,472,803,430
42,736,653,850

2004 (Jan-Mar)
75,435,709,975
127,161,027,842
51,725,317,867

2001
141,111,328,089
294,985,171,313
153,873,843,224

2002
177,024,600,964
354,737,300,963
177,712,700,000

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics--Data Reported by China

TABLE 5B: AS REPORTED BY CHINA FOR ALL TRADING PARTNERS
CHINA DATA (ALL):
Chinese Imports*
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
125,479,269,594
148,779,564,595
23,300,295,001

1996
131,891,136,920
151,047,526,432
19,156,389,512

1997
135,032,861,510
182,743,907,761
47,711,046,251

1998
133,366,082,170
183,746,494,181
50,380,412,011

1999
157,490,138,667
195,176,530,901
37,686,392,234

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China
* Imports valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 5C: AS REPORTED BY CHINA FOR 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES
CHINA DATA (40 PARTNERS):
Chinese Imports*
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
119,729,396,943
134,273,455,337
14,544,058,395

1996
125,386,409,625
137,115,864,318
11,729,454,693

1997
127,027,698,227
165,313,796,297
38,286,098,070

1998
127,488,916,519
165,272,648,190
37,783,731,671

1999
149,719,107,230
175,092,041,881
25,372,934,651

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Imports valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 5D: AS REPORTED BY 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES (1999-2004 YTD)
40 PARTNER DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports*
Chinese Surplus:

1995
-

1996
-

1997
-

1998
-

1999
102,511,500,620
222,145,675,589
119,634,174,969

2000
130,042,865,282
278,777,254,929
148,734,389,647

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by Partner Countries (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Exports (Partner-reported imports) valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 5E: AS REPORTED BY THE UN (REPORTED TO UN BY 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES) (1999-2003)
UN DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports*
Chinese Surplus:

1995
-

1996
-

1997
-

1998
-

1999
102,504,826,921
223,470,649,757
120,965,822,836

2000
129,975,111,852
280,891,493,101
150,916,381,250

Source: UN Comtrade Database--Data Reported by Partner Countries (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Exports (Partner-reported imports) valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.
NOTE: (1) The adjustment for Hong Kong re-export trade was only required for data reported by the partner countries (Tables 5D and 5E).
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TABLE 6: CHINA'S BALANCE OF TRADE, BY VARIOUS SOURCES USING 10% CIF/FOB DEFLATOR, ADJUSTED FOR HONG KONG RE-EXPORT TRADE (1)
Annual 1995-2004 YTD or as noted
All Commodities
FOB Values in US Dollars

TABLE 6A: AS REPORTED BY THE IMF FOR ALL TRADING PARTNERS (1995-2004 YTD)
IMF DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
110,060,000,000
128,110,000,000
18,050,000,000

1996
131,542,000,000
151,077,000,000
19,535,000,000

1997
136,448,000,000
182,670,000,000
46,222,000,000

1998
136,915,000,000
183,529,000,000
46,614,000,000

1999
158,734,000,000
194,716,000,000
35,982,000,000

2000
214,657,000,000
249,131,000,000
34,474,000,000

2001
232,058,000,000
266,075,000,000
34,017,000,000

2002
281,484,000,000
325,651,000,000
44,167,000,000

2003
392,408,900,000
437,899,000,000
45,490,100,000

2003 (Jan-Mar)
82,955,900,000
84,406,000,000
1,450,100,000

2004 (Jan-Mar)
117,912,100,000
115,617,000,000
-2,295,100,000

2000
202,585,628,051
249,239,664,195
46,654,036,144

2001
219,210,344,686
266,661,113,296
47,450,768,610

2002
265,772,614,776
325,642,067,334
59,869,452,558

2003
371,786,054,071
438,472,556,679
66,686,502,608

2003 (Jan-Mar)
78,610,274,461
86,322,649,392
7,712,374,931

2004 (Jan-Mar)
111,738,769,835
115,717,848,627
3,979,078,792

2000
185,320,537,101
221,916,022,123
36,595,485,022

2001
202,887,917,513
235,839,814,679
32,951,897,166

2002
247,237,207,670
287,132,277,498
39,895,069,828

2003
343,684,425,702
384,145,052,687
40,460,626,985

2003 (Jan-Mar)
71,867,865,338
75,902,858,270
4,034,992,932

2004 (Jan-Mar)
102,090,229,011
101,561,229,172
-528,999,839

2001
141,111,328,091
280,057,104,397
138,945,776,305

2002
177,021,817,809
337,388,094,262
160,366,276,453

2003
253,262,991,312
437,478,099,012
184,215,107,700

2003 (Jan-Mar)
52,736,149,580
91,443,274,880
38,707,125,300

2004 (Jan-Mar)
75,435,709,975
121,923,639,409
46,487,929,434

2001
141,111,328,089
280,057,104,416
138,945,776,327

2002
177,024,600,964
337,388,362,955
160,363,761,991

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics--Data Reported by China

TABLE 6B: AS REPORTED BY CHINA FOR ALL TRADING PARTNERS
CHINA DATA (ALL):
Chinese Imports*
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
118,875,097,510
148,779,564,595
29,904,467,085

1996
124,949,498,135
151,047,526,432
26,098,028,298

1997
127,925,868,799
182,743,907,761
54,818,038,962

1998
126,346,814,688
183,746,494,181
57,399,679,493

1999
149,201,184,001
195,176,530,901
45,975,346,900

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China
* Imports valued at CIF less 10% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 6C: AS REPORTED BY CHINA FOR 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES
CHINA DATA (40 PARTNERS):
Chinese Imports*
Chinese Exports
Chinese Surplus:

1995
113,427,849,735
134,273,455,337
20,845,605,602

1996
118,787,124,908
137,115,864,318
18,328,739,410

1997
120,342,029,900
165,313,796,297
44,971,766,398

1998
120,778,973,545
165,272,648,190
44,493,674,645

1999
141,839,154,218
175,092,041,881
33,252,887,663

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Imports valued at CIF less 10% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 6D: AS REPORTED BY 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES (1999-2004 YTD)
40 PARTNER DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports*
Chinese Surplus:

1995
-

1996
-

1997
-

1998
-

1999
102,511,500,620
211,936,971,868
109,425,471,248

2000
130,042,865,282
266,096,980,226
136,054,114,944

Source: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by Partner Countries (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Exports (Partner-reported imports) valued at CIF less 10% to approximate FOB values.

TABLE 6E: AS REPORTED BY THE UN (REPORTED TO UN BY 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES) (1999-2003)
UN DATA:
Chinese Imports
Chinese Exports*
Chinese Surplus:

1995
-

1996
-

1997
-

1998
-

1999
102,504,826,921
211,930,331,507
109,425,504,586

2000
129,975,111,852
266,046,692,729
136,071,580,877

Source: UN Comtrade Database--Data Reported by Partner Countries (See Table 7 for list of 41 partner countries).
* Exports (Partner-reported imports) valued at CIF less 10% to approximate FOB values.
NOTE: (1) The adjustment for Hong Kong re-export trade was only required for data reported by the partner countries (Tables 6D and 6E).
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TABLE 7: LIST OF 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hong Kong
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines
Portugal
Russia
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
Venezuela
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TABLE 8
40 Partner Countries' Share of China's Trade AS REPORTED BY CHINA
Annual 1999-2003, 2004 YTD
All Commodities
FOB Values in US Dollars
CHINA DATA
CHINA'S EXPORTS TO PARTNERS
40 Countries:
All Reporting Countries:
40 Partner Countries' Share

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003 2003 (Jan-Mar)
2004 (Jan-Mar)
$175,092,041,881 $221,916,022,123 $235,839,814,679 $287,132,277,498 $384,145,052,687 $75,902,858,270 $101,561,229,172
$195,176,530,901 $249,239,664,195 $266,661,113,296 $325,642,067,334 $438,472,556,679 $86,322,649,392 $115,717,848,627
89.71%
89.04%
88.44%
88.17%
87.61%
87.93%
87.77%

CHINA'S IMPORTS FROM PARTNERS*
40 Countries:
All Reporting Countries:
40 Partner Countries' Share

1999
2000
2001
2002 2003 (Jan-Sept)
2003 (Jan-Mar)
2004 (Jan-Mar)
$149,719,107,230 $195,616,122,496 $214,159,468,486 $260,972,608,096 $362,778,004,907 $75,860,524,524 $107,761,908,401
$157,490,138,667 $213,840,385,165 $231,388,697,168 $280,537,760,042 $392,440,834,852 $82,977,511,931 $117,946,479,271
95.07%
91.48%
92.55%
93.03%
92.44%
91.42%
91.37%

* - Imports valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.
SOURCE: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by China
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TABLE 9
40 Partner Countries' Share of China's AS REPORTED BY PARTNER COUNTRIES
Annual 1999-2003, 2004 YTD
All Commodities
FOB Values in US Dollars
PARTNER DATA
CHINA'S EXPORTS TO PARTNERS*
40 Countries:
All Reporting Countries:
40 Partner Countries' Share

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2003 (Jan-Mar)
2004 (Jan-Mar)
$291,493,113,839 $360,695,311,929 $370,849,956,573 $435,367,684,794 $549,554,462,552 $115,605,946,680 $150,300,909,842
$294,110,403,819 $364,880,665,262 $375,201,346,605 $448,402,216,006 $563,708,682,338 $118,057,751,361 $153,958,987,935
99.11%
98.85%
98.84%
97.09%
97.49%
97.92%
97.62%

CHINA'S IMPORTS FROM PARTNERS
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
40 Countries:
$150,996,935,412 $189,174,515,570 $201,141,797,443 $246,113,608,582 $338,648,211,176
All Reporting Countries:
$153,506,384,845 $192,774,177,667 $204,438,166,877 $251,394,572,601 $343,645,506,359
40 Partner Countries' Share
98.37%
98.13%
98.39%
97.90%
98.55%
* - Imports valued at CIF less 5% to approximate FOB values.
SOURCE: GTIS Global Trade Atlas--Data Reported by Partner Countries
Note: The Global Trade Atlas database encompases a total of 55 reporting countries.
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2003 (Jan-Mar)
$71,253,612,840
$71,817,531,711
99.21%

2004 (Jan-Mar)
$97,212,844,135
$97,962,169,741
99.24%

TABLE 10
Chinese Misstatement of Trade Balances, by Trading Partner
Trade Balances AS REPORTED BY 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES AND BY CHINA FOR THE 40 PARTNER COUNTRIES
Annual 1999-2003, 2004 YTD
All Commodities, FOB Values in US Dollars (*)

China Trade Balances
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2003 (Jan-Mar)

2004 (Jan-Mar)

Argentina
Argentina (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

Valuation as Reported (*)
C.I.F.

$434,520,001
-$65,392,796
-115.0%

$301,973,456
-$272,497,232
-190.2%

-$111,163,830
-$642,877,103
478.3%

-$778,625,694
-$992,215,143
27.4%

-$1,793,705,271
-$2,145,918,945
19.6%

-$109,393,820
-$166,578,317
52.3%

-$173,559,674
-$371,958,759
114.3%

Australia
Australia (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.V.

$1,611,473,454
-$723,048,688
-144.9%

$1,744,510,240
-$1,344,529,301
-177.1%

$1,415,842,735
-$1,584,934,123
-211.9%

$2,443,109,618
-$969,970,713
-139.7%

$3,383,562,714
-$672,250,374
-119.9%

$615,527,371
-$170,857,098
-127.8%

$999,725,450
-$613,199,522
-161.3%

Austria
Austria (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$127,884,939
-$170,755,175
-233.5%

$206,777,444
-$141,430,983
-168.4%

$109,876,061
-$275,280,297
-350.5%

-$76,112,668
-$366,925,108
382.1%

$670,417,118
-$376,076,754
-156.1%

$121,081,872
-$60,977,981
-150.4%

$161,640,110
-$139,271,981
-186.2%

Belgium
Belgium (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$2,039,451,867
$902,209,965
-55.8%

$2,262,983,706
$983,805,313
-56.5%

$2,162,365,132
$913,037,823
-57.8%

$2,369,583,915
$955,918,536
-59.7%

$3,362,717,885
$1,305,502,650
-61.2%

$719,373,629
$226,495,812
-68.5%

$996,821,347
$359,374,185
-63.9%

Brazil
Brazil (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

F.O.B.

$188,900,659
-$43,458,759
-123.0%

$137,070,499
-$316,633,703
-331.0%

-$573,798,237
-$866,529,700
51.0%

-$966,370,734
-$1,386,522,225
43.5%

-$2,384,924,825
-$3,407,507,398
42.9%

-$331,449,050
-$384,776,809
16.1%

-$456,347,292
-$867,207,670
90.0%

Canada
Canada (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

F.O.B.

$4,232,333,193
$217,167,980
-94.9%

$5,107,357,947
-$406,146,359
-108.0%

$5,480,317,889
-$478,325,512
-108.7%

$7,554,009,914
$858,839,492
-88.6%

$9,919,413,803
$1,477,353,289
-85.1%

$1,949,627,386
$167,538,353
-91.4%

$2,532,952,077
$73,966,140
-97.1%

Chile
Chile (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$215,360,932
-$25,169,591
-111.7%

-$74,910,380
-$487,968,690
551.4%

-$146,403,828
-$422,460,610
188.6%

-$252,061,481
-$488,631,205
93.9%

-$653,023,914
-$849,097,216
30.0%

-$145,327,439
-$168,747,131
16.1%

-$225,545,329
-$374,428,558
66.0%

Colombia
Colombia (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$200,653,423
$84,853,895
-57.7%

$306,019,815
$125,514,958
-59.0%

$426,830,054
$179,886,471
-57.9%

$462,983,458
$259,418,293
-44.0%

$560,253,806
$341,169,467
-39.1%

$107,481,616
$64,072,556
-40.4%

$148,497,894
$77,027,136
-48.1%

Denmark
Denmark (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$849,168,244
$234,577,707
-72.4%

$874,964,436
$256,995,546
-70.6%

$859,410,659
$303,839,276
-64.6%

$853,939,335
$312,647,619
-63.4%

$1,315,420,526
$578,838,889
-56.0%

$298,167,997
$78,969,584
-73.5%

$417,599,636
$186,033,595
-55.5%

Finland
Finland (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

-$503,388,066
-$1,375,753,346
173.3%

-$527,134,946
-$1,398,383,764
165.3%

-$407,412,015
-$1,345,427,146
230.2%

-$310,384,793
-$283,083,991
-8.8%

-$263,888,713
-$26,294,809
-90.0%

-$13,725,393
-$23,445,962
70.8%

-$179,979,977
-$158,237,047
-12.1%

France
France (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$2,566,731,077
-$597,761,323
-123.3%

$3,979,407,139
-$46,221,436
-101.2%

$3,922,008,723
-$207,467,428
-105.3%

$4,189,339,202
$30,657,788
-99.3%

$5,020,597,071
$1,502,333,803
-70.1%

$1,084,159,331
$217,037,999
-80.0%

$1,906,263,783
$846,199,039
-55.6%

Germany
Germany (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$5,580,822,928
-$138,439,819
-102.5%

$6,323,870,966
-$612,312,381
-109.7%

$4,632,430,943
-$3,250,709,547
-170.2%

$3,377,885,492
-$4,230,140,853
-225.2%

$3,694,999,866
-$5,725,655,221
-255.0%

$1,146,068,970
-$1,319,418,941
-215.1%

$731,847,797
-$1,820,506,672
-348.8%

Greece
Greece (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$507,864,434
$346,101,886
-31.9%

$628,100,707
$533,021,188
-15.1%

$743,510,798
$638,378,268
-14.1%

$864,507,680
$679,681,057
-21.4%

$1,251,435,551
$1,042,627,734
-16.7%

$241,552,343
$230,594,113
-4.5%

$320,938,939
$267,536,823
-16.6%

Iceland
Iceland (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

F.O.B.

$33,200,633
-$831,104
-102.5%

$31,611,892
$4,177,387
-86.8%

$49,393,084
$16,310,269
-67.0%

$46,329,751
$4,792,615
-89.7%

$75,548,308
$23,910,105
-68.4%

$12,773,387
$3,287,743
-74.3%

$23,831,527
$9,827,157
-58.8%

Ireland
Ireland (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$357,293,532
$15,686,914
-95.6%

$494,969,153
-$22,437,317
-104.5%

$304,128,831
-$51,633,401
-117.0%

$171,463,638
$115,635,627
-32.6%

$517,632,739
$487,820,617
-5.8%

$129,737,711
$1,686,530
-98.7%

$137,095,032
$191,538,253
39.7%

Italy
Italy (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$3,127,614,267
$378,665,612
-87.9%

$3,981,521,013
$877,854,717
-78.0%

$3,448,493,576
$409,960,254
-88.1%

$3,669,998,467
$723,247,870
-80.3%

$5,931,112,113
$1,835,458,046
-69.1%

$1,438,933,890
$370,675,471
-74.2%

$2,006,585,988
$522,549,595
-74.0%

Japan
Japan (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$17,528,604,615
$330,541,627
-98.1%

$22,010,472,105
$2,166,789,877
-90.2%

$23,964,459,781
$4,408,427,744
-81.6%

$18,786,952,435
-$2,331,555,214
-112.4%

$14,326,234,324
-$11,039,881,476
-177.1%

$3,781,396,943
-$2,257,471,390
-159.7%

$3,620,927,554
-$4,397,007,665
-221.4%

Luxembourg
Luxembourg (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$10,482,376
-$7,854,555
-174.9%

$15,057,306
$10,215,446
-32.2%

$17,036,854
-$16,157,779
-194.8%

$12,111,666
$3,813,742
-68.5%

$1,552,027,604
$201,624,353
-87.0%

$65,426,618
$20,272,187
-69.0%

$477,043,976
$186,968,001
-60.8%

Malaysia
Malaysia (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

-$286,152,884
-$1,751,450,176
512.1%

$47,122,989
-$2,641,361,442
-5705.3%

-$206,785,886
-$2,671,870,573
1192.1%

$614,414,927
-$3,855,267,471
-727.5%

-$34,805,592
-$7,156,195,533
20460.5%

-$57,057,655
-$1,551,040,212
2618.4%

$186,356,577
-$2,211,875,062
-1286.9%

Mexico
Mexico (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

F.O.B.

$1,794,716,168
$640,874,474
-64.3%

$2,676,089,508
$871,347,900
-67.4%

$3,745,181,851
$1,079,341,748
-71.2%

$5,760,721,832
$1,804,972,527
-68.7%

$8,937,828,345
$1,674,648,979
-81.3%

$1,541,479,689
$301,025,304
-80.5%

$2,804,411,204
$375,329,330
-86.6%

Netherlands
Netherlands (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$3,821,130,070
$4,454,209,887
16.6%

$6,323,264,440
$5,509,324,633
-12.9%

$7,611,362,849
$5,909,977,802
-22.4%

$9,338,842,685
$7,575,692,838
-18.9%

$13,826,029,107
$11,660,338,601
-15.7%

$3,049,200,789
$2,221,935,438
-27.1%

$4,403,018,588
$3,174,952,917
-27.9%

New Zealand
New Zealand (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

V.F.D.

$363,270,317
-$114,567,891
-131.5%

$389,786,646
-$190,164,383
-148.8%

$303,488,718
-$264,548,689
-187.2%

$471,148,003
-$166,960,175
-135.4%

$763,571,223
-$169,374,115
-122.2%

$104,280,286
-$50,679,361
-148.6%

$126,652,784
-$74,368,422
-158.7%

Norway
Norway (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$355,962,270
-$117,129,635
-132.9%

$671,598,190
-$93,517,361
-113.9%

$273,525,104
-$129,762,238
-147.4%

$281,459,628
-$349,963,648
-224.3%

$778,356,905
$77,522,620
-90.0%

$247,234,300
-$61,031,772
-124.7%

$297,742,604
-$199,902,687
-167.1%

Peru
Peru (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$784,062
-$163,491,694
-20951.9%

-$167,491,524
-$387,916,433
131.6%

-$90,595,403
-$295,930,682
226.7%

-$156,586,572
-$447,933,649
186.1%

-$66,707,029
-$368,505,564
452.4%

-$9,417,749
-$14,879,625
58.0%

-$17,471,543
-$147,404,215
743.7%
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China Trade Balances
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2003 (Jan-Mar)

2004 (Jan-Mar)

Philippines
Philippines (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

Valuation as Reported (*)
F.O.B.

$465,100,222
$517,930,729
11.4%

$104,394,326
-$129,475,587
-224.0%

$160,313,527
-$226,238,800
-241.1%

-$121,691,922
-$1,013,391,441
732.8%

-$345,467,260
-$2,899,589,847
739.3%

$3,410,218
-$442,695,344
-13081.4%

-$778,659
-$864,634,991
110941.5%

Portugal
Portugal (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$250,880,440
$183,711,294
-26.8%

$285,906,898
$216,219,519
-24.4%

$245,396,614
$192,630,743
-21.5%

$233,654,384
$222,404,907
-4.8%

$236,899,110
$221,602,139
-6.5%

$51,235,471
$52,947,333
3.3%

$69,017,947
$43,035,403
-37.6%

Russia
Russia (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

-$2,148,650,855
-$2,513,384,995
17.0%

-$2,858,936,560
-$3,249,972,280
13.7%

-$2,444,568,016
-$4,846,418,503
98.3%

-$2,920,271,797
-$4,463,515,679
52.8%

-$3,697,679,370
-$3,203,414,480
-13.4%

-$870,735,063
-$990,163,335
13.7%

-$1,107,310,108
-$869,917,485
-21.4%

Singapore
Singapore (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$1,492,825,024
$644,705,932
-56.8%

$1,381,192,239
$948,034,465
-31.4%

$1,506,317,498
$908,887,185
-39.7%

$1,563,237,315
$267,137,551
-82.9%

$383,654,991
-$1,088,970,258
-383.8%

$149,308,779
-$368,656,471
-346.9%

-$245,066,984
-$559,498,889
128.3%

South Africa
South Africa (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

F.O.B.

$549,214,901
$43,120,696
-92.1%

$651,117,834
$28,281,491
-95.7%

$610,620,561
-$62,737,390
-110.3%

$910,770,363
$105,998,340
-88.4%

$1,335,882,739
$280,065,864
-79.0%

$228,288,945
$44,829,395
-80.4%

$393,173,255
-$124,319,078
-131.6%

South Korea
South Korea (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

-$5,666,652,041
-$8,553,321,339
50.9%

-$6,724,000,272
-$10,760,929,665
60.0%

-$5,987,200,887
-$9,681,556,470
61.7%

-$8,007,629,956
-$11,643,943,538
45.4%

-$14,296,044,477
-$20,897,660,127
46.2%

-$2,731,367,447
-$4,682,096,429
71.4%

-$5,128,625,998
-$7,628,834,908
48.8%

Spain
Spain (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$2,732,810,215
$1,281,538,921
-53.1%

$3,106,093,071
$1,533,073,456
-50.6%

$3,188,326,676
$1,585,116,766
-50.3%

$3,526,481,900
$1,723,667,861
-51.1%

$4,851,299,578
$2,597,644,291
-46.5%

$1,042,863,751
$505,562,077
-51.5%

$1,510,627,512
$720,010,972
-52.3%

Sweden
Sweden (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

-$148,231,085
-$1,434,047,147
867.4%

-$236,190,605
-$1,712,867,775
625.2%

$29,328,150
-$1,133,106,327
-3963.5%

$263,378,603
-$791,899,310
-400.7%

$317,419,275
-$1,123,533,367
-454.0%

$79,693,613
-$183,788,984
-330.6%

-$35,199,772
-$422,557,518
1100.5%

Switzerland
Switzerland (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$477,090,773
-$286,122,330
-160.0%

$466,103,711
-$640,378,669
-237.4%

$283,862,138
-$991,847,582
-449.4%

$17,249,625
-$1,296,709,861
-7617.3%

-$128,579,461
-$1,709,059,595
1229.2%

$29,609,273
-$428,590,931
-1547.5%

-$48,885,789
-$538,483,387
1001.5%

Taiwan
Taiwan (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$1,771,679,678
-$14,608,835,517
-924.6%

$1,706,228,776
-$19,182,325,526
-1224.3%

$875,001,636
-$20,971,250,614
-2496.7%

-$2,375,696,457
-$29,588,707,255
1145.5%

-$10,965,474,816
-$37,882,190,564
245.5%

-$1,242,690,678
-$7,922,546,852
537.5%

-$4,170,146,869
-$10,938,532,635
162.3%

Thailand
Thailand (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

-

$591,464,170
-$1,205,790,598
-303.9%

$404,620,970
-$1,917,172,314
-573.8%

$668,986,531
-$1,973,575,576
-395.0%

$1,129,935,834
-$2,359,585,763
-308.8%

$60,746,467
-$4,558,638,586
-7604.4%

-$67,971,111
-$1,068,603,966
1472.1%

$46,289,167
-$1,400,278,148
-3125.1%

Turkey
Turkey (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

-

$804,753,334
$591,644,438
-26.5%

$1,157,827,787
$957,476,673
-17.3%

$663,203,621
$456,764,575
-31.1%

$1,060,172,483
$814,965,455
-23.1%

$1,976,655,821
$1,559,107,749
-21.1%

$349,647,534
$306,197,346
-12.4%

$655,304,157
$355,202,080
-45.8%

United Kingdom
United Kingdom (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.I.F.

$8,297,137,526
$2,035,947,092
-75.5%

$10,039,489,684
$2,897,619,711
-71.1%

$10,765,031,352
$3,435,130,705
-68.1%

$12,938,332,078
$4,888,645,387
-62.2%

$15,498,725,516
$7,433,667,279
-52.0%

$3,205,935,039
$1,273,482,973
-60.3%

$3,970,964,417
$1,862,291,634
-53.1%

United States
United States (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

C.V.

$68,668,252,218
$23,502,667,626
-65.8%

$83,809,928,735
$30,895,623,753
-63.1%

$83,096,003,240
$29,425,498,278
-64.6%

$103,064,674,758
$44,092,895,878
-57.2%

$124,068,154,039
$60,321,334,306
-51.4%

$24,601,561,831
$10,122,093,523
-58.9%

$30,193,065,836
$12,969,535,586
-57.0%

Venezuela
Venezuela (China)
Chinese Under (-)/Overstatement

F.O.B.

$61,896,363
$134,335,064
117.0%

$165,441,646
$166,374,586
0.6%

$293,005,016
$305,090,052
4.1%

$131,262,607
$195,328,890
48.8%

$606,408
-$315,784,279
-52174.6%

-$3,704,752
-$59,165,129
1497.0%

$13,159,133
-$68,520,025
-620.7%

SOURCE: Global Trade Atlas, Partner Countries and China Customs
(*) All reported CIF values were converted to FOB values using a 5% CIF/FOB deflator.
Note - Data not adjusted for Hong Kong Re-exports; NC = Not Calculable
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METHODOLOGICAL EXPLANATION

Explanation of Hong Kong-Adjusted Chinese Export/Import Data
China exports goods through Hong Kong to its partner countries, and imports goods
through Hong Kong from its trade partners, in addition to goods traded directly with those
partners. Because Hong Kong is included as one of the partner countries in this analysis, that
portion of total Hong Kong trade originating from or destined to the Mainland (i.e., the re-export
trade) is counted both by Hong Kong and by the destination countries as trade with China.
However, even when this double-counting of Chinese exports and imports through Hong Kong is
adjusted, China’s trade surplus in 2003 is estimated at a significant $203.0 billion with the 40
partner countries, as shown in Table 5D.
The methodology for resolving the double-counting of re-exports by Hong Kong of
China-origin and China-destination goods is outlined as follows:
For Chinese imports:
To remove alleged double-counting of Chinese imports, 1 Hong Kong’s re-exports to
China from the world must be subtracted. The double-counting occurs when the partner countries
report exports to China that actually arrive in Hong Kong and are then re-exported by Hong
Kong to China (and are reported by Hong Kong as exports to China from Hong Kong). China’s
imports, therefore, are overstated by the re-exports from Hong Kong. In 200., Hong Kong
reported $90.8 billion of re-exports to China from the world. 2 A six-percent discount was applied
to these re-exports to account for the estimated re-export mark-up applied in Hong Kong on
other countries’ goods arriving in Hong Kong but destined for China. For 2003, subtracting the
mark-up-adjusted $87.2 billion of Hong Kong’s re-exports to China’s imports from the world in
2003 results in an adjusted Chinese import total of $253.3 billion (see Table 5D), compared to
China’s unadjusted import total of $338.6 billion (see Table 3D).

1

As Hong Kong data are included with partner-country data, some of the world exports to China
are double-counted. According to Bronfenbrenner’s 2001 Report to the U.S.-China Security
Commission/U.S. Trade Deficit Review Commission, “There is a significant share of U.S.
exports to China that are funneled through Hong Kong as re-exports to China (about 42 percent
in 1995)…. Some of these Hong Kong re-exports originating in the U.S. and bound for China
are not identified correctly as U.S. exports to China in U.S. trade data” (Bronfenbrenner, 67).
Thus, U.S. and, by extension, world exports that are sent via Hong Kong but destined for the
Mainland are double-counted because they are reported both in the originating country’s export
statistics and in Hong Kong’s exports statistics to China.
2

As reported by Hong Kong Statistics and Customs.

For Chinese exports:
To remove alleged double-counting of Chinese exports, Hong Kong’s re-export data
from China to the world must be subtracted. The double-counting occurs when Chinese exports
through Hong Kong to other partner countries are counted once by those partner countries as
imports from China, but also again by Hong Kong as its own imports from China. In 2003, Hong
Kong reported $124.4 billion of re-exports from China to the world. 3 A 25-percent discount was
applied to these estimated re-exports to account for the re-export mark-up applied in Hong Kong
on China’s goods arriving in Hong Kong but destined for the world. 4 For 2003, subtracting the
mark-up-adjusted $93.3 billion of Hong Kong’s re-exports to the rest of world results in an
adjusted Chinese export total of $456.3 billion (see Table 5D), compared to China’s unadjusted
export total of $549.6 billion (see Table 3D).
Calculating China’s balance-of-trade using the adjusted data ($456.3 in exports minus
$253.3 in imports) results in a Chinese surplus with the 40 partner countries of $203.0 billion in
2002 (see Table 5D).

Explanation of Hong Kong-Adjusted US-China Trade Balances
The U.S. also trades goods through Hong Kong with China in addition to goods traded
directly with China. If these Hong Kong trade flows are ignored, then U.S. exports to China (as
reported by the United States) and China’s exports to the United States (as reported by China)
are undercounted (compare Tables 1 and 2). Even when the trade through Hong Kong is adjusted
and properly attributed, however, China’s trade surplus in 2003 is estimated at a significant
$110.7 billion with the United States, as shown in Table 2B. The methodology for correctly
accounting for re-exports of goods by Hong Kong is as follows:
For Chinese Exports:
To adjust for the under-counting of Chinese exports to the United States, Hong Kong’s reexports to the United States from China must be added to China’s reported exports to the United
States. The under-counting occurs when China reports exports to Hong Kong that are then reexported by Hong Kong to the United States. U.S. Customs usually is able to attribute the actual
origin of these re-exported goods to China (rather than to Hong Kong) and records them as such.
China’s exports, therefore, are understated by the value of Chinese goods re-exported from Hong
Kong to the United States. In 2003, Hong Kong reported $33.5 billion in re-exports of Chinese
goods to the United States. A 25-percent discount was applied to these re-exports to account for
the estimated re-export markup applied in Hong Kong on China ’s goods arriving in Hong Kong
3
4

As reported by Hong Kong Statistics and Customs.

“A survey of re-export trade carried out by the Hong-Kong Census and Statistics Department
showed the average re-export markup on Chinese exports to the United States is about 25
percent…. The 25 percent markup [that] gets paid to Hong Kong middlemen, not to China,
inflates the value of Chinese imports in U.S. data” (Bronfenbrenner, 67).

but destined for the United States. For 2003, adding the mark- up adjusted $25 billion of Hong
Kong’s re-exports to the United States results in an adjusted Chinese export total to the United
States of $117.6 billion (see Table 2A), compared to China’s unadjusted export total to the
United States of $92.5 billion (see Table 1A).
For U.S. Exports:
To adjust for the under-counting of U.S. exports to China, Hong Kong’s re-exports from
the United States to China must be added to the United States’ reported exports to China. The
under-counting occurs when the United States reports exports to Hong Kong are then re-exported
by Hong Kong to China. China Customs usually is able to attribute the actual origin of these reexported goods to the United States (rather than to Hong Kong) and records them as such. U.S.
exports, therefore, are understated by the value of U.S. goods re-exported from Hong Kong to
China. In 2003, Hong Kong reported $6.2 billion in re-exports of U.S. goods to China. A 6percent discount was applied to these re-exports to account for the estimated re-export markup
applied in Hong Kong on U.S. goods arriving in Hong Kong but destined for China. For 2003,
adding the mark- up adjusted $5.9 billion of Hong Kong’s re-exports to China results in an
adjusted U.S. export total to China of $32.6 billion (see Table 2B), compared to the United
States’ unadjusted export total to China of $26.7 billion (see Table 1B).
Calculating China’s surplus with the United States using the adjusted data results in a Chinese
surplus with the U.S. of $110.7 billion in 2003. See Table 2B.

Explanation of Import Valuation Adjustments
There are several established conventions that countries use to record the value of
imports. The most commonly used system, Cost, Insurance, and Freight Import Value (C.I.F.)
includes the cost of insurance and freight in the value of imported goods. Exports, however, are
almost universally reported by a Free-on-Board (F.O.B.) value, which does not include the cost
of transporting the goods. When examining trade balances, imports and exports must be valued
on the same basis. This requires the cost of shipment and insurance to be deducted from import
data that are recorded on a C.I.F. basis.
In this analysis, two measures have been utilized to discount C.I.F.-reported imports to
their F.O.B. value. The first method, which is used in practice by the IMF, employs a 10-percent
deduction to C.I.F. imports to obtain F.O.B. value. 5
The second method utilizes US ITC C.I.F./C.V. (Customs Value) ratios for U.S. imports
for consumption from Asia. These data illustrate the US ITC’s estimate of the markup of
imports reported on a C.I.F. basis over their F.O.B., or C.V. value. The average mark-up from

5

This estimate was obtained from the IMF’s Direction of Trade Statistics Quarterly, June 2003,
Page IX: “… data are first adjusted, to allow for the cost of freight and insurance, by a uniformly
applied percentage assumed to be 10 percent of the F.O.B. value of imports.”

1999-2002 was calculated to be 4.46 percent. 6 This figure is corroborated by the average
differences in the F.O.B. and C.I.F. indices of actual shipment data as reported in numerous antidumping cases over the years. Thus, the IMF 10-percent estimate may be too high. For
simplicity, the present analysis discounts imports reported on a C.I.F. basis by 5 percent (a round
number derived from the US ITC data) and also employs the IMF’s 10-percent discount for a
more conservative comparison. Either method consistently yields large trade imbalances
between China and the world from 1999-2002.

6

EXHIBIT 4

CHART 1:
The Growing Divergence between China's Foreign Currency
Reserves and Partner Country Trade Deficit with China
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CONTENTS

CHATER I GENERA PROVISIONS
CHATER 2 MAAGEMENT OFVERIICATION CERTIICATE OF EXPORT COLLECTION OF
. FOREIGN EXCHANGE

CHATER 3 CUSTOMS DECLATION FOR EXPORT AN

RE OF STU

CHTER 4 EXPORT COLLECTION OF EXCHAGE AN IT VERICATION
CHTER 5 MAAGEME OF SPECIA FORM FOR EXPORT TAX REFU
CHATER 6 LOSS AN REISSUE OF VERIFICATION DOCUM

CHATER 7 PUNSHMENT
CHATER 8 SUPPLEMARY PROVISIONS
CHAPTER I GENERA PROVISIONS

Arcle I Thi detailed rule is farmulated to improve mangement aver
the verfication af expart callectian af foreign exchange and prevent

dr af exchage in campliance with Regulatian an Management aver the
Verificatian of Exprt Collectian afFareign Exchange.

Arcle 2 Sta Administtion ,;fFareign Exchange and its lacal
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braches (hereinft

referred to. as the SAF and its braches) are the

admstrtive agencies in chage afthe vericatian

af expart

collectian af foreign , exchage.
Arcle 3 When expartg goods abroad, damestic

expartg entities
shauld undergo. the verificatian af export callectian af fareign

exchage.

Arcle 4 In verificatian af expart callectian afforeign exchage , the

syte af verificatig

persannel af export callectian af exchange is

adapte It is the resansibilty af verificatig persnnel af exprtg
entity in questian to. receive verificatian certficate af export
callectian af exchage and go. thaugh vercatian af export collectian

of exchage. , Specifc rule for the system af veri6catig persnnel
sha be drwn up separtely by SAFE.
Arcle 5 The

verificatian af expart callectian af exchage adhere to.

the priciple af admstrtion by place i. e. exportg entities shall
register, reeive farm and car

aut

verification at SAF affce in the

place where the expartg entity is registered.

CHAPTER 2 MAAGEME OF VERICATION CERTIFCATE OF EXORT COLLECTION OF

FOREIGN EXCHAGE

Arcle 6 Verificatian cerficate afexport callectian affareign
exchange (hereinafter refered to as " verification certficate'l ) is the

certficate with unifarmed number and validity period. It is prepared
and issued by the SAFE and its braches , by which exportg entities can
go. thugh expart declartian to. Cutoms ,

expart collectian affareign

exchage in designte foreign exchange ban verification af expart
collection affareign exchange at the SAFE and its braches , applicatiall

far ta rebate in taatian bureau. (se appendix 2 far farmt of
verificatian certficate)

Arcle 7 Exportg entities shall apply far verification certficate at
the SAFE and its braches , which can ouly used by exparting entities
themselves and can t be len used falsely, trferred , baught ar said

Arcle 8 When applyig far verificatian certficate far the fit

expartg entities shall brig

time

fallawing dacuments to. the SAFE and its

braches far registrtian:

a. Lettr afIntroductian and application letter af exporting entity;
b. Original text and capy af approval certcate issued by
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adtrtian af farelgn trde and ecnomy to perfarm busines of
exprt & imrt
c. Sidecopy and copy afBusines license of Commerce and

. d. Copy af code certficate aflega

):dutr

person af enterpries;

e. Coy af regitrtian cerficat af custams;
( Copy af export contrct;
Alr makig sure the verity af all requied materials , the SAFE and its

braches shal make registrtian far exportg entities.

Arcle 9 When applyig far verication certficate , expartg entities
shall an the spot fill in the colum af " exportg entity the nae af

the exportg entities ar

sta with affcial sea af the entity. Far

offcial use, the vericatian certficate shal be staed with
affcial sel af entity.

Arcle 10 With the help af computer system, the SAFE and its braches

determe the amount afverification cercates tht exportg
entities ca receive , jssue verification certcates

to exportg

entities and mark validity period an them.

Arcle II Verificatian certficate is vald with two month since it
isissued Expartg entitles shall reto th unused verification
certficate to. the SAFE for cancellation with one manth as of the

expirtion date.
Arcle 12 When no langer engagig in export & impart business for

banptcy, stoppage of productian, merge and trfer

of

production,

exportg entities shall return the unused verificatian certficates to.
the SAFE and its braches for cancellation with one month , and

contiue to. fish

the procedures

afverification affished

export

business according to. relevant pravisions.

CHATER 3 CUSTOMS DECLARTION FOR EXPORT AN
Arcle 13 When filling verification certficate ,

RE

exportg entities

shall ensure accurcy, campleteness and no alteration, and shall confarm

to. the recrded cantent on the custams declartian farm (hereinfter
refered to. as " declaration farm ) af exported goods,

Miele 14 In the event "ffarward collectian afexchange whose
collection date is expected to be aver 180 days beyand the customs
declaratian date

, exportg entities shal record at the SAFE and its

branches with forwd export contrct and verificatian certficate

OF STUB
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Days af the farwd period shal be maked
in the calum af" mea af collection" an the verication certficate.
before customs declatian.

If reard ha natbeen made at the SAF and its braches, they shal be
regaded as spat export collectian af exchage.
, Arcle 15 No. matter deaer export ar

agent expo

exportg entities

sha us its own vericatian certficate to mae custams declartion
far export
Arcle 16 Customs shal accept and hadle declartian far expart based

an vercation certfica

with validity period and stape with

affcial sea of the exportg entity. Ony afr
in the exation

no. mitakes ar faund

ca custams permt entrce

goods have be, shpped

and clearce. Alr the

aut afChiese terrtary, customs sha wrte

their opinon in the colum of " Check and Releas by Cutoms " and stamp
with " proaf seal" . At the same tie Cutams shall issue to. exportg
entities computer-prited declartion certficate with anti-

fulsificatian tag and maked with tatal toaver aftractian and

stampe with " prof

seal" (Before the

between custms and the SAFE ,

camputer netwark is cannected

vericatian cerficate must be paste

with anti- fulsificationtag; after the network ha been connected then
it will be paste with anti- faificatian

tag no longer).

Then exportg

entities can go. thaugh verification procedures at the SAFE and its
braches with

th verification certficate.

In the event af good temparaly

exported ,

such as exhibitian aricles

autside Chies terrtory, fiee maintenace equipmen~ fiee sample , fiee

material far lab experien~ self-use mechanical equipment or toals

affce and day life arcles of engieering personnel under the item
of contrcted engineerig project autside Chiese terrtary, custams
sha issue declartion form far vericatian af export collectian of

exchage in the coure af check and relea.

Arcle 17 In the case that goods are retoed

havig fihed its imort

procedures ,

far some

reasan, after

customs shall issue a customs

imort declartion form The declaration form shall be maked clearly
with the reto

of goods

and stamped with " proof seal" , then exportg

entities shall brig the declaratian form to. go. though cancellation
proceures ofverificatian certificate at the SAFE and its braches.
Arcle 18 Exportng

entities shall send the stub afverification
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certcate tagether with commercial invoice and delatian faim

the SAF and its braches with

60 days

since the date af cusms

declartion. If the export busines is aver US $ 10 00 (inlug US $

00) and conducte by mean af sendig docuents by itslf;

corrndig appraval documents shall be presnted.
When no mistaes are faund in the cour

pravided by exportg

of examtion af dacents

entities, the SAF and its braches shal tae

back the verficatian certficate and mae regitrtian.

CHR 4 EXPORT COLLECTON OF EXCHAGE AN ITS VECATION
Arcle 19 Document af surender

af exchage anly far verication of

exrt callectian af exchage and notice af callection far special use
in venficatian of exprt collection af exchage (the abave-mentioned
two. kids

af certficate ar hereinfter referr

to. as " specia copy

far verificatian of export collection of exchage ) are

ceficate far exportg entities to.

fih verification af export

callectian of exchage. In case of exchage eags

entities ,

imartt

af exportg

aftr havig determg it is the export prac

dirtly

nom affhare eangs , ban shall go. though the proceure af
surender af exchange ar the entr af the

eag into curent account

af exchage af exportg entities. Ban shall also provide the special
form for verification af export collection af exchange staped with

Special Combined Seal ofVerificatian of Export Collectian af
Exchange ll .

Arcle 20 the special form far verication of expart collection af
exchage shall be fied tagether with resrve copy afban and accountentr farm of beneficiar and shall have fallowig elements:

a, the name afthe ban invalved;
b. date of surender af exchange or enterig into. account;

c. name and account number af callectig entities;

d. amount and kind of currncy af collectian of exchange;
e. detail , its amount and kid of curency af vaaus deducted expens;
( net amount

afFX suender ar amount and kid of currency af money

entered into account;
g. code number

of verification

h. mark af" Special

exchang

1I ;

certificate;

copy far verificatian af export collectian af
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i. ' offcial business sea

afban " Special Combined Sea af

Vercatian afExport Collectian af Exchage

In ca af may export with only one collection af exchage, ban shal
ask exprtg entities to provide coe numbers of aU vercatian

certcate corrandig to the collectian. When praviding Spel
copy far vercatian af export collection of exchage, ban shall fil

the coe nubers af all verication certficate.
The copy far ban shall be presrved for 5

ye far fue reference.

Ban shal send farmat of Speia copy for verification af export
collectian afexchage and the model

afSpeial Cambined Sea af

Vercatian afExprt Collectian afExchage to. the SAFE and its

braches for rerd.

Arcle 21. Special

copy for vericatian af export collectian af

exchage provided by ban shall be staped with " Special Combined Sea
afVerification afExpart Collection afExchange " which Ca only be

st

an Special capy far verificatian af expart collection of

exchage and can t be staped on other capies.
Arcle 22 In cae af exchage eaings af exportg entities , aftr
having determg it is the export procees directly ITam afIhore

eags, ban shall differentiate several circumstaces and then
accrdig to. relevat provisians go thaugh procedures af surender of
exchange ar the entr afthe

eag into FX curent account af

exportg entities. Ban shall also provide special copy far
verification af expart collectian of exchage staped with " Special

Cambined Sea afVerification afExport Callection afExchange
a, In case af exchage eags

af exportg entities mare th

00 (includig US $ 50 000) and exchage

000 settled in means af documenta

US $

eags more th

US $

warnty lettr and dacument

collectian, ban shall go thaugh the procedures af surender af
exchange ar the entr afthe

eag into account accarding to. the code

numbe afverification certficate provided by exporting entities and
provide exportg entities with Special Cambined Seal ofVericatian

af

Export Callectian afExchange.

b. In case af advance an sales of exporting entities more than US $
000 under the item af expart , ban shall go. though procedures of
suender af exchange ar the entr af the eaing into. account accarding
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to origil verificatian

ceficate staed with " sea af advance

payment" by the SAFE and its braches provided by

ca of advace on sales by entrtig

par under

exprt entities. In

the item af expo

entrtig par sha go. though procedes af surender af exchange
the entr af the

ar

eag into account accrdig to. arigil verication

, cecate staped with " sel

of advances an saes "

its braches provided by agent and

by the SAFE and

origi text af agency agrment

Ban sha provide exportg entities with Special copy for verificatian
af export callection af exchage.

eag is more th US $ 50 000 under the item
af mea af remittce and the expartg entity belangs to trte
c. In case af exchage

t of payment af exchage

, ban ca fit

though
the procedur af suender of exchage ar the entr into account But
Qnlyafr the expartg entity ha provided carrespondig evidential
enteries in

go.

documents af collection and remittce and origial verificatian
certficate afthe expartg entity staed with "proof seal" afcustoms
and ar checked in trnsctian- by-trctian way can

the bank provide

Special capy far verification af export callectian af exchage. In case

of callectian of exchange by entrstig

the item of agent
export and the expartg entity belangs to trted enterprises in aspect
par under

afFX surrender , ban can go. though the procedures ofFX surender ar

the entr af the eang into account accordig to. above-mentioned
methad tagether with ariginl text afagent agreement But only after the

expartg entity provide

carresondig evidentil documents of

collectian and remittce

and

exportg enti stamped

with " proof seal" af custams and are checked in

origi verificatian certficate af the

trction-by- tranction way can the ban provide Special copy far
verificatian of expart collection af exchange.

In case af exchange

eags more th US $ 50 000 under the item of

meas of remittce and the

exportg entity doesn t

belang to. " trsted

enterpri in aspect ofFX surender" , bank shall go. though the
procedures afFX surrender or the entr
ariginal verification certficate of the

into accaunt according to

exportg entity staped with

proof seal" of customs. In cae of collection of exchange by
par under

entrtig

the item of agent export aud the expartg entity doesn

belong to trted enterprises in aspect ofFX surender , ban shall go

. --- ..
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acrd

afFXsueilde ar the entr into accunt
to arigil vercatian certca af the exprtg entity
with "proof se" af cums. Ba sha provide exprtg entities with
thug p

sp

copy far vercatian af exort

coIiectian af

exche.

ca af exprt collectian af exchage seed in cah af fareign ,
cuy, ban sha go. thugh the procur afFX suender accrding

d. In

to Proviianal Rnle an, Contrl aver Collecti

n an PaYment in

Fareign CUncY bv Damestic Entities (Huigu(96)
. . 0--

No.. 211 , at the

sae !ue Ban shall provide exportg entities with spw
Vercation afExrt Collectian afExchage.
e. In

ca af maney

ince

of clai

and ather exprt

seement derived firi

exprt creit,

ince of goo, ban sha

OO afFX sunder ar the entr

doent of '

go. thugh

into settement accrdig

origi vericatian farm provided by expartg entities. Ban

the

to '

sha

pravide expartg entities with special copy far verificatian af export
collection af exchage.
ArCle 23 In cae af packig loan ar export documenta bil while

gaing thaughthe procedures afFX surnder ar the entr into.
settement ban sha not pravide special capy far verificatian of
export collectiail af exchage. Ony aftr

laa ca the ban go. thaugh relevat

having collectig the export

praceures according to

reuirments in the Arcle 22 of ths detailed rule and provide special
copy far verificatian af export collection of exchange.

Arcle 24 When ban provides exprtg entities with spial

copy for

vecation of export collectian of exchage accrding to requirments
in ArCle 22 of ths detailed rule, the number ofverficatian

certcate mared shall be the sae with thase provided by exporting
entities. When arigil verification certficates provided by exportg

entities are need for the providing af special copy far verificatian

af export collectian af exchange, the date , amaunt and kid of cuency

afpaymnt of exchange and entr into. account shall be wrtten in the
calumn of " situtian

afFX surender and entr into. account by

designate foreign exchange

ban" an the ariginl verification

certficate provided by exportg entities. It shall also be marked with
word

of " surender

and entr into account" or "payment and entr into

accunt af advance exchange"

and shall be stamped with affcial busiues
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selafban
Arcle 25 In case af sunller

exchge eags,

and entr

ban shall not ise

into accot af followig

speial copy

far vercatian of

export collection af exchage:

eags derived from export ar ca t be
identified as exchange eags far the tie being;
a. don t belong to. exchage

b. not diectly derived fram outside

Chi terrtory

enter into varous exchage account ather th exchage settement
account;
d. . have bee entered into varaus

exchage account (includig exchage

settement account) and then surdered

e:

ar remitted from the account;

trferr from ather domestic entities ar ather exchage account af

the sae entity
( ather circumtances not canfarmg to. the requiremel!ts of Arcle

22

af ths detat1ed rue.

Arcle 26 In case of fareign exchange havig been provided with special
capy for verificatian of expart collection af exchange aftr
of exchage ar entr into accaun~ far varous

surnder

reans the accaunt shall

be adjuste ar used to. reverse an erar entr of account, ban shal
retreve the issued special copy for verificatian af export coUectian

of exchage for destray.

Arcle 27 In case of agent caUectig exchage under the item of agent
expo

if agent ha exchange settlement account and nee to

the exchage belangig to. entrting
entrtig par, then

trfer

par into. the account af

all the callecte exchange shall be entered into

agent' s exchange settement account. Ban provides

agent with speial

notice af collection far verication of expart caUection of exchage
then agent shaU trfer the exchange according to. relevant provisions.

If agent doen t have exchage settement accoun~ then they shauld
surnder exchage. Bank shaU

provide agent with special payment

dacument afverification af export collection of exchage and agent then
shall remit Renmnbi to. the account of entrstig

Arcle 28 Exportg entities shall tiely

coUect

par.

exchage after havig

made custams declartian for export. They should caUect exchage withn

180 days as ofthe date af customs declaration for spot export. For
farwd expa

they shall caUect exchange according to. the stipulate
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da in the exprt contrct regitered at the SAF and its braches.
. Exportg entities shal go.

to the

SAF and its braches to go. thugh

vericatian af exprt collectian af exchage within 30 days
reivjg'date af exchage by

sp

tag

si the

verication cerficate and

copy for verificatian of export collectian of exchage issued by

ban

In ca af exprt conducte in ather speial mea af tre ,
entities sha affer evidenti
proviions. AU the

documents accordig to.

exprtg

fallavig

materials provided shall be origil

withaut any

, alteratian:

A Far export in farm af e:bitian
declaran form far reetr

sae and products abroad, customs

of exhbitian arcles

shall be provided;

B: In the event of export in farm af procesing and asmblage with
imort materal ,

customs regitrtian

farm contrct of exportg

entities and approva documents ftam State Econamic and Trade Commsion
sha be preented and verfied as conversian charge.

C. In case af export in farm afrecovery in kid , approval dacuments
ttom admstrtian of

ecanomic and trde ,

delartion form of import

relevant contract and customs

shall be provided If the amount af recavery

exce the figue stipulate in the cantrc~ it should be treated and
verified as ardinar trde.
D. In the event of export in form of barer trde ,
and customs declartion farm af

barer trde cantrct

imort afbarer- in gaods shall be

provided;
E. In the event af export in form of proceing with imported materials
full amount of exchage shall be generally collected. Foreign- fuded

enteri , which can t collect ful amaunt af exchange, shall be
approved in advace by the SAFE and its braches. In case af payment
compensate by receipts , cantrac~ custams declartian form of import
and customs registrtion form shll be provided.

F. In the event af export of mechacal equipment and taals , affce and

daily life arcles of eugineerig personnel needed in contracted

engieering prajects abroad, wrtten explanation and contrct af labor
serce shall be pravided.
Arcle 29 The

are:

verification procedures under the item af agent expart
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a. agent par sha apply far and recive verfication cecate and
go. thaugh export cusms, declaran and verfication af export

pa is to. collec exchage

collection af exchage; b. If entrtig

and entrtig par and

SAF, then af

agent have differnt laca

reivig exchage,

braches of the

entrtig par sha bri

relevat certficate such as arigil text

of agency agrment and

speial copy far vericatian af export collectian of exchage to. lacl
braches af the SAFE to.

co

the specia copy far verication af

export callectian of exchange. Af

determg the certcate

provided by entrtig par are proper and soun , the SAFE and its
braches sha

ma an the back af special copy far verication of

expartcollectian af exchage the nae

of local braches af the SAF of
agen par, the nae ofintitunon afthe agent par, the amoun~
kid af curency and date af collectian of exchage , then shall

sta

with a seal (sel of supervsian over collection of exchange) and at the

sae tie enter into. stading boak. Entrtig

par sha pas the

special copy far verfication af export collectian af exchage

canfed

by the SAFE and its braches over to. agent par whch shall in to go

thugh verification af expart collection af exchage in local the SAFE
and its , braches. Agent

pars local the SAF and its branches shall

ca aut the verification af export collectian af exchage based an the
special capy for verification af export callection af exchange confed

by entrstig pars local the SAFE and its braches and ather required
documents.
If agent par and entrstig par shae same local the SAFE and its

braches , agent par shal tae origin text af agency agreemen~
special copy far verification af export collectian af exchange af
entrtig par and other requied dacuments needed for verification to
car out

verification of export callectian af exchange.

c. If agent

par is to collect exchange , then agent par

can tae

special capy for verificatian of expart collectian af exchange and ather

documents reuired for verificatian directly to. local bureau of exchange
to fish verificatian procedures. '

Aricle 30 Exportg entities shall callect full affaunt of exchage by
the total value aftrction on the declartian farm, (fthe

discrepancy is over US $ 500 , then they shall provide valid documents to.
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the SAF and its bracheS and mae explantion.
Arcle 31 If under the item of expart the reto
, the SAFE and its braches shall

and

comptian

exae the bona fide natu af

the exchage retoed and carnenste to

export entities. Afr

afftt ftom the perormce of verficatian of exprt callectian of
exchage , they sha issue "certficate af aflet verication af export
collectian af exchage . Ban shall sell FX and mae payments upon ths

cecate.
If verificatian proceures have ben caed ou~ exportg entities

sha also. provide certficate of-no ta refuded or certficate of
payig an aver due ta issued by

ta bureau when applyig far

ceficate af offset verification af exprt callection of exchage

CHATE 5 MAAGEMENT OF SPECIA FORM FOR EXORT TAX REFU
Arcle 32 Afer having cared out verification for exportg entities
the SAF and its braches shall mak on the special form of export
refund net amount and kid of curency and date of callection of
exchage and sta
retoed back

it with " seal af cancellatian" whch shall then,

to exportg entities.

Arcle 33 The SAFE and its braches shall provided electrcal data

vericated in last manth withn fist 5 warkdays of every month to
local taatian burau accordig to. reuirements afMeetig Sumar af
Strngtening Management afExport Tax Refund though

Electrcal Data an

Vericatian afExport Callectian afExchange ((93) Huiguani No. 57 af
State Admtration afForeign Exchage and Generl Adminstrtion af

Taxtion.
CHATER 6 LOSS AN REISSUE OF VERIFICATION DOCUMNTS

Arcle 34 If exportg entities lost verificatian certificate , they
shall make a wrttn

afthe loss with

explanatian

15

to the SAFE and its braches and report

days. Afer examition

and check

by the SAFE and

its braches , the SAFE and its branches wil publish invalidity
anauncement on newspaper (correspanding fees shall be born by entities

losing the verification certficate). And it shall be trted

as

fallaws:
a. In case afblan verificatian certficate , shall be cancelled;

b. In case of verification certficate which has been used in customs
declartian of export but han t gane thaugh verification af export
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collectian of exchage, verficatian af export collectian af exchage

caed aut according to proviians af chapter 4 afth rue
an isue " certcate of reissued ta rebate form of vercatian

sh be

cecae at export collectian of exchage
c. Ifvercation certficate ha been used to

ca out verification

af exprt collection of exchage, genery they ca tbe

spial cirtaces
exportg entities

reissued. In

export ta refud farm is demanded to be

shal fie application to the

reised

SAF and its braches

by certcate af no export ta refuded isued by taatian burean. Ony
afr recivig approval

afreised ta

ttam the SAF and its braches ca certficate

rebate form of verification cerficate

of expart

collectian of exchage" be isued.

Arcle 35 If exportg entities lost declartian form they sha file
application far reissue by certficate of nat-yet-verfied issued by the

SAF and its braches.
Arcle 36 If expartg entities lost special form far verication af
export collection af exchage , they shall fit
ressue to. the SAFE and its braches. Afer

make application

for

the SAF and its braches

have examed and agrd , they can issue approval document far reissue

af special copy far verificatian of export collection af exchange to.
exportg entities

in 3 manth as of receipt afthe applicatian., Ban

shall reissue the special capy far verification of export callection of
exchage for expartg entities upon

the presence afthe approval

dacumentin question and mak the quota af" reissue " on the reissued
special copy for verification af export collectian of exchange, Without
approval ttom the SAFE and its braches ,

ban can t presptuously

reissue special copy for verificatian af export callection of exchage

far exrting entities without authoritian.
CHATER 7 PUNSHMS

Arcle 37 If ban cammt fallowing behaviors , the SAFE and its braches

shal isue warg, circulate public repriand
gain and impose fie rangig tram 50

and confscate

illegal

000 to 300 000:

a. provide exportg entities with spial

copy for

verfication af

export collectian af exchange not in compliance with relevant
provisions;
b. in case afthe elements not fully completed and satisfied , provide
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exportg entities with spial

copy far vericatian af

export

collectian af exch3ge;
c. '

provide same specal copy far verication of expart callectian of

exchage more
d. do. nat

th oncej

ca aut settement accordg to relevant proviions and

reslt in tht exportg entities do. not collect exchage beyand the due
day;
e. ,

don t obsere pravisions af Arcle 24 afth rule to. wrte an the

arigi verication certficate the da

and amount af suender af

exchage ar entr into account and mak quota af" suender af exchage
or entr into account

of remittce " or "payment

of exchage or entr

into accunt of advace "in sales

( Other violations af proviions af ths rule;

Arcle 38 If ban commt following behaviars , the SAFE and its braches

shal issue warng, cirulate public repriand , confscate ilegal
gai and impase fie ragig fiam 50 000 to. 300 000:

, trfer, sell ar buy verification certficate;

a. lend, fuly use

b. alter and farge such verification dacurents, as verificatian farm
delartion farm

special copy for verificatian af export callection af

exchange;

c. false report afthe loss afverification;
d. repeate use of special copy far verificatian of export callection af
exchage issued by

ban

e. cheat afverificatian using ather exchange
non- trde exchage

eags (for instance

eags and exchange eargs

under capita accaunt)

Arcle 39 If exportg entities cammt followig behaviors , the SAFE
and its braches shal issue

wag, circulate republic repriand,

confscate ilegal gain and impose fie rangig fiam 10

000 to 30 000:

a. do. not turn in the stub af verificatian certificate to. the SAFE

within 4 month as of receipt of the farm;
b. under the item of spot expo

do not collect exchange in 180 days

since the date af custams declartion ar do not car

out

verification

with 30 days since collectian of exchange withaut the approval fiam

the SAFE. Under the item af forwd expo

do not carr aut

verficatian within 30 days as of the expected date af collection at the
SAFE.
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c. . the direancy

af vericatjan af export collectian af exchage

exce aver 10% of tata value af

trtion withaut any prope and

sound reons;

d. in

ca afloss af verification ceficate, do not

reprt the loss

to the SAFE with 15 days as afthe lass date;
e. unused vericatian certficates haven t ben retoed to. the SAFE
with ane month as afthe expirtion date;

( loss vercatian many ties

and constitute

a seriaus affen;

g. havig stoped expart business because afbanptcy, stoppage, merge
and trfer, haven t

reto al the unused verification certficate to

the SAFE an tie

cancellation and destray,

far

h. Oter violations af provisions in ths rue;

, CHAER 8 SUPPLEMEARY PROVISIONS
Arcle 40 The interretation of th

detailed

rule for imlementatian

res with the State Admistrtian afForeign Exchange.
Arcle 41

Th Detailed Rule for Implementation sha

came into. effect

as af Aug. 11998 and the Detailed Rule far Implementation ofRegnatian

an Mangement aver Verificatian afExport CaUectian afExchange enacted

in Dec. 211990 and relevant dacuments(see Appendi V) shll

reled at the sae tie.
12/15/03
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Concerng Submittg Tax Certcates for Sales af and Payment in Foreign Exchage
Related to Nan-trde and Certin Capital Account tranctions

Cirular on Relevant Issues

Circular an Relevant Issues Cancerng Submittg Tax Certcates for Sales of and Payment in Foreign Exchage
Relate to. Nan- trde

and Certin Capital Account

trctions

(promulgated by State Admstrtian of Fa reign Exchange and State Admistrtian afTaxatian on May 19 , 2000)
Guoshuifa (2000) No.. 66

Each brach afthe State Admistrtion afFareign Exchange (SAFE), Beijing and Chongqing Fareign Exchage,

Admtrtian Deparent,

Exartian and asessment af expart receipts of foreign exchage in 1999 in line with Provisianal Regntians an

Examiatian of Export Receipts of Foreign Exchange was accomplished at the end afMarch 2000. We herby circulate

the reslt of the examatian and asessment
Detailed Rewarding and Punshment Rules afProvisionai Regnlations on Examition

afExpart Recipts of

Fareign Exchage (hereinaftr as the "Detaed Rules " in breif) ha been jaintly issued by the People s Ban af Chia
Minst afFareign Trade and Econamic Cooperatian (Moftec), and State Admnistrtian ofTaxtian in accordace
with Provianal Regulatians an

Exmiation afExport Recipts of Fareign Exchage. We will reward" 1999'

hanarale enterries far collectian af export receipts" and punish" 1999-high-risky enterpries far callection of export
receipts" accrdig to. the reslt afexation and asssment, and to. the " Detailed Rules , We hereby make natice an
relevant issues canceming implementing the " Detaled Rules " as follaws:
I. The People s Ban of Chi , SAFE , Moft , and State Adminitrtian afTaxation will stipulate rewarding and
punshment meaures respectively to. " 1999- hanarable enterprises farcallectian of expart recipts" and" 1999-high-

riky enteri for collection of export receipts" in thefields offending rates , fareign exchange admistrtion,

fareign

brach shall caardinte with relevant deparents when
implement rewarding and punshment measures of fareign exchange adminitrtian.
trde development fud, and export ta-refud. Each

2. " Hanorable enterprises far collectian of export receipts" are exempted fiom surrenderig band far repatration af

investment with the approval of SAFE. The deadline of repatratig profits could
extended with the approval af SAFE,

profits resultig fiam their overseas

3. SAFE brach could raise the balance ceiling afthe fareign exchage settlement account of Chiesefuded
honorable enterprises for callection af expart receipts" fiam 15 percent to. 30 percent aftheir annual foreign trde
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, valume if thy apply to. do sa. Other key elements af accoun including the scope af depasits an withdri.s, the
method concerng the sae of fareign exchage ar campletely the sae. Balance ceilg the account is fied in the
fit qua af each. yea accardigto the foregn trde valume af enterie in the previous yea. When applyig to
adjus the balce ceilg af their fareign exchage settement accunt with SAFE, nhanQrale enterpri far collection

Matag Cert

af exprt reipts" sh sumit relevat docents prescribe in Opertiana Procees far
Amaunt afFareignExcbae Recipts. SAF shall fi the balance ceig afth enteris' fareign exchage
seement account afr verig sumitt dacuments by camparg their fareign trde valume in the previaus yea
with the dada provided by Maft, and
the ceilg by
a sea to " the Application Farm far Fixg
Balance Ceilg afFareign Exchage Settement Account" . Supeion aver foreign exchane settement accunts af

af

conf

Chfuded "honarale enterprises far collection af exprt

an Permttg Chies-fuded Enterpri to Maintain Cert
Opratiana Procur for Maitag

Cirla

reipts" shall be conducte sti accrding to.
Amaunt of Their Fareign Exchage Receipts and

Cert Amaunt of Fa reign Exchage Receipts.

4. SAF sha trmit the detaed nae lit provided by the Moftec of large export enterpri whase export
were more th USD200 miian in the previous an to. relevat SAF braches. The relevant braches are requi
publih the lite enterpries as " honorable enterpri far collection af eXPQrt recipts" an grt them corresandig
rewad if the rao af their exprt reipts is nQt lower th 85 perct and the ratio. af their surendere verification
form Qfexport recipt i! nat lawer th 80 perct

5. Moft and its braches shall suspend its fareign trde right if the enterie is assessed as " high- risky enterprises
far collection af export receipts" for ane year ar as " risky enterpries for collection of expart recipts" far two
yea. Eah brach is requir to. mae wrtten natice afthe asessment result in ths yea to. " risky enterprises
for collection of export receipts"

suive

6. The assessment result for the year ofl999 is valid jfam April I , 200 though March 31 , 200 I.
12/15/03
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Reguatians on the Sale and Puhae af and Payment In Fareign Exchage (1996)

REGULATIONS ON THE SALE AN
(Isued by the People

s Ban afChi

PURCHSE OF AN

PAYM IN FOREIGN EXCHAGE,

on June 20, (996)

CONTS
CHTER ONE GENERA PROVISIONS

CHR TWO TH SALE AN PURCHSE OF AN

CU

PAYMNT

IN FOREIGN EXCHGE

FOR

ACCOUN TRSACTONS
CHTER THE THE SALE AN PURCHASE OF AN PAYMNT IN FOREIGN EXCHGE
CAPITAL ACCOUN TRSACTONS

CHTER FOUR SUPERVISION ON THE SALE AN PURCHAE OF AN
FOREIGN EXCHGE

CHTER

FI SUPPLEMENTARY PROVIIONS

CHTER ONE GENERA PROVISIONS
, Arcle I These Reguations are farmulated with a view to. achieving

converilty of th Renmbi far cuent accaunt tractions
the intraduction afa set afrues gaverng

thraugh

the sale and purchae of

and payment in fareign exchage.

Arcle 2 Ban involved in foreign exchange business shall comply with
these Regutions in conductig businesses related to. the sale and
purchae offareign exchage , apenig fareign exchage accounts and

mag extern payments all with the business scope duly authorid
by the People s Ban af
ContraL

Ch and the State Administrtion af Exchange

PAYM
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Arcle 3 Dametic entities sha promptly reatrte aU fareig

exhage ttam abroad nuess atherwe author by the gavemmenl

Arcle 4 Domec entities, reside individua fareign
establihments in

Ch and fareign

nationa shll comply with

these

Reguatons with repet to. the sale and purchase affareign exchage

openi fareign exchage acaunts and mag extemapayments.
Arcle 5 When receivig fareign exchage and
in fareign exchange,

domestic entities an

mang extrnl paymnts

thugh ban involved in fareign exchage business,
reident individna are abliged to. report an

balce of payments statitics in accardace with the Reguans an
Reprt Bala afPaymnts Statitics and other relevant reguations
as well.

CHER TWO THE SALE AN PURCHSE OF AN PAYMNT IN FOREIGN EXCHGE

CU ACCOUN TRSACTIONS

Arcle 6 Except

as provided in Arcle 7 , 8 and 10 afthese Regulatians

with respet to the coverage and quantity far fareign exchange

settemen~ all the follawig foreign exchage receipts far domestic
entities shall be said to designated fareign exchange bank in ful:
1. Export proceed far gaods in foreign exchage ar foreign exchane

incame generate ttom entrepot business chacterid

by an

intial '

payment and subsequent reimburement and other tyes af tractions

among which exprt proceeds in fareign exchange setted under a

documnta letter af credit/payment gutee and dacumenta
collection shal be saId to designted fareign exchage ban

upn the

presentatian af valid commercial documnts , and expart proceed far

gaad in foreign exchange setted by remittce
designted foreign exchange

shall be said to.

ban upon the presentation af the

Verificatian Certficate far Export Proceed;
2. Foreign exchage eaed by

successfu interntianal competitive

bidding far contrcts fuded by averseas loan;
3. Fareign exchage eaed ttom damestic duty- ttee shops admstered by
the cutoms authorities;

4. Fareign exchage eaed by provision of goo or servces in
connection with

trarttian (inclusive af all means of

trparttion), part

(inclusive of airort)

and postal and

telecommuncation services (exclusive afinterntianal remittces),

FOR
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adveremen~ constig,

repair and

eXhibition consi

matenace, etc, an other agency servces;
5. Al
afadmtrtive fees, fis and canftian in fareign

ty

.nmini' lrtive

exchage collected by

6. Foregn exchage reived far the

as lad us righ~ ' capyrght,

and judicial agencies;

trfer afintangible assets such

trema patent, nan-patent technalagies

and gaod wil; in case tht these intagible asts belong to. an

indidual, the sae af fareign exchage is aptional;
7. Prafits in fareign exchage reatrated by enterrise with diect
investment abroad, fareign exchage
ecanomic aid progr and ather

eags generated fram fareign

ty af foreign exchae incame derived

ftom overseas asets;

8. Compnstian far clai

abroad

and refud far securty depsit in

fareign exchage;
9. Fareign exchage income generated from propert rentals and other

ty

affareign asets;

10. Fareign exchange income fram inurce companes

far wrtig

inurce policies denomited in fareign curency;
I l. Net foreign exchage incame from ficial intitutions duly
authari under

the License far Foreign Exchange Business;

12. Fareign exchage from overseas grts ,

sponsorships and aid

progr; and

13. Oter

ty afforeign exchage that shall be sold to. designted

fareign exchage ban

in accardace with regutions of the State

Admtrtion af Exchange Control.
Arcle 7 Domestic

entities (exclusive affareign-fuded enterpries)

rny apply to. the State

Admstrtion afExchange Control ar its lacal

braches (hereinftr referred to. as the SAEC far both) far the
pernssian to open foreign exchage accounts with bank involved in

fareign exchage business and shall sell to. the ban the follawig
tyes offoreign exchage in accardace with the relevant reguatians:
I. Foreign exchage received in the coure af norml business aperatians
by campanes undertg

contrcts , praviding labour, engaging in

techncal co-peration projects and offerig ather servces abroad;
2. Fareign exchage callected for payments an the par of those

businesses tht act as an agent for interntional tractians;
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3, Foreign exchage unde susene account, includig avereas securty
depsit far teder bond,

peormce band,

reipts far late

dibmements under entrept trde; inemtiana fareign exchage
remittce pearrd by post and telecmmcatian

serces; advance

paymnts in fareign exchage received by Qass A trvel agencies fram
fareign trvel agencies; foreign exchage received by railway caers

far providig inured oversea trporttian; foreign exchage secuty
deposit and collateral reived by the cusams autharities;

4. Inurce premium in fareign exchage received by inurce
companes far providig inurance and reinurce abroad and inurce

prum in fareign exchage pendig settement
The faregoing net fareign exchage income shall be sold in

designated fareign exchange ban
Arcle 8 Fareign exchange

fu to.

with the prescn"bed tie

lit

eaked far extrnl payments far grts

sponsorships and payments under aid agreement can be retained subject to.

the appraval af the SAEC.

Arcle 9 The following tyes of foreign exchage can be retained
l. Foreign exchage held by fareign embassies and cansulates, resident
offces af international arganitians

and other

fareign legal persons;

and

2. Persanal holdings af foreign exchange by residents and visitars from
abroad.
Arcle 10 Foreign- fuded

enterpries may retain their foreign earngs

derived fram curent account

trctions belaw

the ceilg prescribe

by the SAEC and any excess amount shall be sold to. designted fareign

exchage ban ar sold in foreign exchange swap centres.

Arcle II The sale of any fareign curency in cah for an equivalent
amount exceedig US$ I 0 000 shall require the custamer to. present to. the

designated foreign exchage ban

documents certfyg

hi valid identificatian card and

the source of the fareign curency in questian

befare the bank proceeds with the traction

and then

fies it for the

records afthe SAEC.
Arcle 12 Based on the permssion to. apen fareign

exchage accaunts

under Arcle 7 , 8 , 9 and 10 afthese Regnlatians , damestic entities
fareign establishments in Chia and visitors from abroad may open such
accaunts at

ban invalved in foreign exchage business in accordace
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wi the relevant regutians gavemi the apetions af fareign
exchage accunts.
Arcle 13 Damestic

entities may mae

exrn payments fjam thei own

faregn exchage accunts ar with th purchaed fareign exchage at
designted fareign exchage ban far trde and nan- trde

related

apertiana exns upon the preentatian af valid cammrcial

dacts

conste with the payment method as well as ather valid cammercial
docnts lite as fallawig:
1. Far the imrt of good under a

docunta letter af crdit/payment

gnntee, in case af the, purchase of fareign exchage far opnig
letter of cred~ the imort contrc~ Verifitian Certcate far

a

Foreign Exchage Payments far Imort and the applicatian far apenig
UC

shall be presented; and in cae af the purchae offareign exchage

for paymnts , valid cammercial documts under the letter of credit far

payments shall also be provided. Theensnig verificatian of imart
shall requie the presentation af the arigil farm for custams

declation far the imttd goods;
2. Far the imort of goods under

document collection, the imort

contrct, the Verication Certcate far the Fareign Exchange Payment

ofImpart , the payment intrent

far imort and other

valid

commercial documents under documenta caUectian shall be presented.

The ensg verification of impart shall requie the presentation af
the arigin form far cUstams declartian for the
3. For the

imrt of good

imorted goods;

under remittnce paymen~ the imrt

contrc~ the Verication Certcate far the Fareign Exchage Paymnt

afImport, the invaices , the arigil

farm far custams declartion

far

the imprted good, the ariginl Irarttion dacuments shall he
presented; and in case af any dicrepancy between the name af the
beneficiary on the bil of ladig and the business on the custams

declatian farm and thellame af

the buyer an the imort contrc~ and

agency agreement between these two. pares shall be presented;
4. Far an advace payment not exceeding 15

per cent of the tata

contrct value or exceeding 15 per cent but in an amaunt afless th an
equivalent afUS I 00

, the imort contrct and the Verification

Certcate far the Foreign Exchage Payment afImort shall be
presented. For the imort af such goods amang the faregoing

four tyes
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of

iirt subjec to

imrt quata

ar imrt

contal given thei spcial

, the imort permt issued by the relevant gavernt agency ar,
the imrt

ceficate shal

th automatic regitrtion

be

preente far the imrt

syem, a completed

af goods uner

form af regitrtian

sh alo be presented;
5. For

trporttian and inurce

contct and th

arigi

receipts far

expens far imart, the imrt
trporttion and

ince

chage sha be presented

6. For imlicit cammssians nat exceeing 2 per cent af the total
contrct value and exlicit commsions af 5 per cent 'ar any other
amunt above the foregaing percentage but below an equivalent of
US$IO Ooo , the imrt

contrt or commsians agreemen~ foreign

exchage sale receipt or notice af payment shall be presented; as fa as
trparttion and

ince expenses for export are concerned the

exprt cantrc~ the origi receipts far trnsporttian

and

inurce

chage shall be preented;

7. For the residual payment far imart, the imort cantrct
Verification Certficate far ihe Fareign Exchange Payment of Imort and
Quaty Inpectian Certcate shall be presented;
8. For other subardite charges

wrttn materials ,

, such as chages far the praviion af

techncal kuaw-how and inorrtian, the imprt ar

exprt contrc~ Verificatian Certcate far the Foreign Exchange
Payment af Imrt , Verification Certficate for

Exprt Proceds

invaices ar receipts for these chages ar notes of explanation signed by

magers trom the imrt

and expart businesses shall be presented;

9. Far purchae af goods tram bonded are.. and

bonded waehauses and

purchae of imported exhbits , valid dacunts specifed, in Section 1 to.

8 and valid commercial documents shall be presented;
10. For imart af

ingible assets such as patents , copyrghts

trdemaks , computer softare , etc , the imort contrct ar agreement
sha be presented;

I L For refud and compnsatian related to. expart , the fareign exchange
sale receipt or notice far payment, claim farm claim settlement

certficate and verification certficate indicatig the reduced expart
proceeds shall be presented; and

12. For securty deposit requied by tender bond far overseas contrcts
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tender dacnts sh be

pres and for

perfarmce bond and

advace fidig far projects , contrcts sha be presente.
Arcle 14 Far the fallowig tyes af extemapayment to. be made by
, domestic entities far trde

and non-trde

th paymt in foreign exchae

related commerci purases

ca be made ftam the custamer' fareign

exchage accounts ar with the purchaed fareign exchange at ban
invalved in foreign exchae business upan the presenttian the payment

, lit and such trction is suhject to. ex-past verication:
1. Paymnts for duty- fi imort made by businesses duly authori by

the State Counci to sell duty ftee goods with

the pren"bd business

scpe;
2. Paymnts, made

by airlie

, oce ftight, railway deparents

(businesses) far chages related to. interntional trporttian,
equipment maintenace , port facilties , fuels ,

inurce , non-ficia

leaing and others;

3. Foo and ather tyes af allawace paid by ailine , oce fteight and
railway trporttion deparents (busines ses) to. their crew far

interntional servce; and
4. Past and telecommuncation expenses incured abroad by post and
telecammuncatian deparents.
Arcle 15 The

fallawing tys

of external payment can be made ftom

their own fareign exchage account af the dametic entities or ftam the

purhaed fareign exchange at designted fareign exchae ban after
the vericatian af the bona fide natue of the

traction by

the SAEC;

1. Advace payments far goods exceeg the prescnOe percentage and
amunt as stipulated in Sectian 13.4;

2. Commians exceeding the prescn"bed percentage and amount as
stipulated in Section 13.

3. Externl payments under entrepot chacteried

by an

intial payment

with later reimurement;

4. Interest paymnt for externl debt; and
5. Cash withdrw exceeding an equivalent ofUS$IO OOO.
Arcle 16

Interest payment by domestic entities forloao in foreign

cuency extended by

domestic fincial intitutions ca be made ftam

their awn foreign exchage accounts or with the purchased fareign
exchage at designted foreign exchange ban upon the presentatian of
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theFareign Exchage Loan (an-lendig) Regitrtian Certficate, laa
agrment an interest paymnt natice.
Arcle 17 The proviian
intitutions and social
actvities shall p

af fareign exchage for the budgeta agencies

argatians far nan-trde

and non-cammercial

oc in accardace with the Praviional Reguations

an the Prviian afFareign Exchage far Nan- trde and Nan- Commercia

Activities.
Arcle 18 The proviian affareign exchange far extr-budgetary

dometic entities ca be made ftam their own fareign exchage accounts

ar with the purhaed foreign exchange at designted fareign exchage

ban upn the presentation af the fallawig dacunts:
1. Far expenes invalved caverig exl"bitians , trde and investment
pramotian progr,

tring progr, fi

and televisian progrms

abraad, relevant contrcts , the notice af payments ftam abroad and the
approval afthe

governent deparent in charge shall be presented;

2. For expenes invalved coverig promotian

progre abroad, fareign

aid, grts , membership dues to. interntianal argantions
regitrtian fees far interntional canferences ,

the approval af the

gavernent deparent in charge and ather relevant dacuments shall be
presented
3. Far expenes involved caverig the sta-up fees and annual
far establishig aversea representative offces ,

budget

the appraval of the

gavernent deparent in chage far such establishment and the proposed
budget shall be presented;
4. Far

extian fees paid abroad by the fareign examition co

ardition centers under

the State Education Cammssian, the contrct

with foreign caunterpar and the statement ftam foreign intitutians
offerig such

exations as well as the settlement notice shall be

presented;
5. For expnses invalved in

arrgin far trde mak, copy right

registrtian, applicatian far patent and ather legal ar consultig

serces, the cantrct and invaices shall be presented; and
6. Far traveling expenses on business trps abroad, the trvel
issued by the duly authorid gavernent deparent shall

approval

be presented.

The proviian of fareign exchange far such nan-commercial activities
listed in Sectian I to 6 can be made ftam the customers ' fareign
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exchige accunts ar with the
foreign exchage ban
th trction by

puha foreign exchage at deignte

aftr the

vercatian af the bona

pro

na

the SAE.

Arcle 19 Theproviionafforeign exchage

shall

fide

f6rpena trvel abroad

in accordace with the Reguatians an the Prav.ian af

Fareign Exchage far Persanal Travel Ahraad and the Reguatians an
Fareign Exchage Remittces by Residents in
Arcle 20 The fallowig tys oflegitite income

far resident

individua who. migrte abroad ca he sent abroad with the purchaed
fareign exchage at designted fareign exchange

ban duy autharied by

the SAEC upon the presentatian of their identication

cards and valid

documents lited as follawig:

1. For interest on depasit in Renmbi, the statement for interest an
deposit in Renmbi

shall be presented;

2. For rental incame ham propert, the rent agreement and statement

isued by the proper rent agencies shall be presented; and
3. For incame generated ham other asets , the relevat documnts and
income statement shall be presented.

Arcle 21 Far retrtion of prafits and dividends after ta
fareign counterpar in an fareign- fided
made

hom

enterprise ,

by the

the payment can be

their own foreign exchange accounts or with the purchased

fareign exchage at designated fareign exchage ban upon the

presentatian af the propasal for the profit distrbution adapted by the

board af directors. Far remittnce of salar in Reuri

aft ta

fareign overseas Chiese employees and thase ham Hong Kang, Macao and
Taiwan, the payment can be made with the purchaed fareign exchage at

designted fareign exchange bank upan the presentation of

certg

dacents.
Arcle 22 For

dividends to. he paid in foreign cuencies

based on

the

relevant regulations , the payment can be made horn the custarirs ' awn

fareign exchage accaunts or with the purchaed fareign exchange at
designted foreign exchange

for the profit ditrbution

ban upon the presentatian af the propasa

adapted by the board of diectars

after

taes are paid.
Arcle 23 For remittnce of legitite incame in

establishmnts in Cha

Renmbi by fareign

and foreign nationals , the payment ca

be made
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at desigited fareign exchae ban duly autari by the SAEC upon

certg docts and the statement for fees and

the presentation af

chaes collected

Arcle 24 For remittce of sae proceeds in Renbi by fareign
estblihmnts in
and foreign nationa for personal effects

Ch

eqpment and utensil , etc , tht theJi braught in fiam abroad ar .

purcha in Chi the payment ca
exchage ban duly authori
regitrtian cad isued by the

be made at designted

fareign

by the SAEC upan the presentation af the

State Busines Admtrtian

ar

perna identication cads and the certcate far such sale.
Arcle 25 Foreign

nationals in

Ch overseas Chiese and Chese

compatrats afHangKong, Macao and Taiwa may, prior to. their exi~
exchange back the unused partan

af their passport and the origil

afRemnbi balances upon presentation
exchange receipts (valid far six

month afer the trnsaction).

CHTER THE TH SALE AN PURCHE OF AND PAYM
CAPITAL ACCOUN TRSACTIONS
Arcle 26 Damestic

entities shal apen up fareign exchange accaunts for

capital accaunt trctians

at ban involved in fareign exchage

business.

Arcle 27 The followig tyes af foreign exchage belonging to. damestic
entities ca not be sold to. designted foreign exchange

ban withaut

prior approval of the SAEC:
I. Fareign exchage brougt in bJi averseas legal persans or natol
persans for diect investment in

2. Fareign exchage proee
ar shaes denomite
3. Other

Chi;

fiam averseas laao and the issue af bonds

in foreign curency; and

tys afforeign exchange derived fiam capital account

tractions duly approved

by the SAEC.

Except expart proceeds under callection, laan proceed in foreign
curency collected in Chi

and interntiona

commerciallaans raised by

Chese and fareign joint ventues can nat be sold to. designted foreign
exchange bank.

Arcle 28 Fareign exchage proceeds fiam the sale of propert or ather
aSsets by domestic entities to. peaple abroad can be said to. designated

fareign exchage bank far any amaunt exceedig the ceilig

provided in

IN FOREIGN EXCHAGE
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Arcle 10.
Arcle 29 Far repayment af

laan pricip

in fareign exchage by

domec entities to Chese ficial intions in

Ch the

paymnt can be made frm the CJomers' awn fareign exchage accounts ar
with the purhaed fareign exchage at designte fareign exchage ban

upn the presentation afthe Foreign Exhage Loan (an-lendig)
Regstrtian Certcate , laan agreement and natice far reayment issued
by the credtor.

Arcle 30 Domestic

entities may apply to the SAEC for foreign exchage

far the fallawig capita accaunt trctions upn

the presentation af

the follawig requied documnts and the payment can be made ftam their
awn foreign exchange accaunts ar with the purchad fareign exchage at
designted fareign exchage ban based on the appraval af the SAEC:

l. For repaymnt afpricipal affareign debt,
certcate for foreign debt,

the registrtian

laa agreement and notice for pricipal

repaymnt issued by the creditar;

2. Far externl gutee , the contrct far gutee , Registrtian
Certcate far Guantee in Fareign Exchage and payment natice issued
by aversea entities shall be presented;

3. Far remittnce of investment fud abroad, the approval issued by the

goverrent deparent in charge and investment contract shall be
presented; and

4. Far authorid capita inut in foreign exchage cantrbuted by

Chese counterp in the fareign- fuded

business,

the approval of the

governnt deparnt in charge and the cantrct shall be presented.
Arcle 31 For the increae,

trfer and other farm af diposal af

capita in foreign exchage by the foreign- fuded

business ,

the decision

made by the board of diectars 'shall be presented to. the SAEC far

approval and then the payment can be made ftam their awn fareign

exchage accounts or with the purchaed fareign exchange at designated
fareign exchage ban upon the presentation of the notice for purchase

affareign exchange issued by the SAEC:
The investment of capital in foreign exchange in Chi
fuded investment companies and

by the fareign-

the use of retained eargs by foreign

counterpar far capita replenihment or reinvestment shall proceed

upon the approval issued by the SAEC.
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CHR FOUR SUPERVISION ON TH SAL AN PURCHE OF AN PAYM
FOREIGN EXCHAGE
Arcle 32 Fareignfuded

businesses may sell or purha fareign

exchage at designted foreign e"chage ban ar in fareign exchage
sWap centes; oth domestc

eslihIent in Ch

entities, reident individuls , fareign

and viitors uam abroad ca anly sell ar

purhae foreign exchage at designted foreign exchage ban.

mag extern payment ftm customers' own fareign
exchage accunts , ban involved in foreign exchage business shall
Arcle 33 Befare

ver the trctian in accardace with the approprite use far the
given fareign exchage accaunts and the proviions af Chpter

Two. and

Thee af these Regulatians.
Arcle 34 Havig completed

trctian for the sale ar purchae of

fareign exchage , designted fareign exchage bank shall

sta the

vald carrspondig document as well vaaus cammercial documnts and
fie all these

docents far recards.

Arcle 35 Designted foreign exchage

ban shall quote the buyig and

sellg rate to. bank' custamers an the basis of middle exchange rate
far Renmbi anounced by the People s Ban af

Ch every day and

with the prescribe magi far exchage service.
Arcle 36 The payment

uom

customers ' own foreign exchange accaunts or

with the purchased foreign exchage sha

proceed an such a date

provided by the settement method or the relevat cantrct and

earlier

paymnt is prohibited; Advance purchae of foreign exchage is also.
prohibited except far debt servcing or apenig a letter of

credt/placing securty depasit far payment
Arcle 37 With a view

gutee.

to. reducing exchage rate risk relate

to futu

paymentS or debt servcing far custamers , designted fareign exchage
ban may

arge far forwd cantrcts between Renmnbi and fareign

cuencies ar provide other tyes of hedging services.
Arcle 38 The payment for

the imrt

af goods

under barter.trde can

not be made with the purchaed fareign exchange or uam cutamers ' own
fareign exchange accounts uness atherwse approved by the SAEC.

Arcle 39 Bank invalved in foreign exchage business are abliged to
send to the SAEC report on the sale and purchae of and payment in

fareign exchange. Designted foreign exchage bank shall formulate an
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inte monitorig syte far the sae and purhae afforeign exchage
and promptly rert

to

the lacal braches af the State Admtrtian

Exchage COntro.l in ca

af

of any unus circumtaes.

Arcle 40 Dometic entities shall open fareign exchage accaunts at the

ban invalved in fareign exchage business af their chaice in the place
af their incarpration and pracd with the sale an purha of and
payment in (areign exchage in accordace with these Reguations.

Damestic entities shall need the approval af the SAEC far apenig

fareign exchage accounts in other places autside the place af their

inrpration ar abroaci. Far foreign exchage derived Ram curent
account trctions far fareignfided enteries, they may apen

fareign exchage :;ettement accounts at the ban invalved in fareign
exchage business at thei awn discretian in their place af

incorpratian subject to. appraval.
Arcle 41

Ban invalved in fareign exchange business and ather

damestic entities invalved in the sale and purchae af and payment in

fareign exchage are subject to. the unconditional suprvian and

inctian af the SAEC and shall present or submit all documents when
necessar. In case afvialatian afthese Reguations, the SAEC may issue

a waing, canfscate ilegal incame and imse a fme;

in case af

serious violation, the SAEC may order ban invalved in fareign exchage
busines in questian to suspend their busess for the sale and purchae

of fareign exchage.

CHTER FIV SUPPLEMENTARY
Arcle 42 The power af
the State

PROVIIONS

interpretatian far these Regnlations rests with

Admtrtion of Exchage ContraL

Arcle 43 These Reguations

shall came into. effect July I , 1996. The

Provisianal Regnlations an the Sale and Puchae af and Payment in
Fareign Exchange issued on March 26 , 1994 sha be repaled. In case af

any contrdiction with rules and regatians issued priar to. these

Regutions, the latter shall prevail.
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